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Summer registration passes test run 
Heather MorrisorVChmnicle 
Judy Dyke (left), an advisor with the Freshman Center, 
advises student Matthew Hauschild while he registers for 
summer classes on the college's new internet portal, 
OASIS, in Conaway Center, 1104 South Wabash Ave. 
Lobbying groups 
tackle MAP 
o Hired by Columbia, Springfield 
group looks to save $20 million in 
gra nts from Illinois budget cuts 
By Angela Caputo 
Contributing Editor 
Lobbying efforts are heating up in Springfield as 
Columbia President Warrick L. Caner and other col-
lege administrators take their plight to legislators, ask-
ing them to hold the line on higher education funds 
despite the state's budget crisis. 
. PUbli.c money for higher education is becoming 
increasingly scarce and Columbia and other private 
colleges are projected to suffer additional cuts in state 
funding under Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich's pro-
posed budget 
'This is the worst budget I've seen in 20 years for 
private colleges . .. Everyone has received cuts and 
there is just no money," said Dr. Donald E. Fouts , 
president of the Federation of Independent Ulinois 
Colleges and Universities, which lobbies on behalf of 
Columbia and 55 other private state schools. 
Despite intensive lobbying of state legislators and 
the board of higher education, elimination of $20 mil-
lion previously awarded to "non public institutes of 
higher learning" through the Illinois Financial 
Assistance Act will likely take effect during the 2003-
2004 school year. 
Advocates said they agree that fu nding through the 
act is unlikely in the upcoming year, however they are 
still applying political pressure in hope of additional 
resources. 
' 'I'm sincerely hoping that the leadership in the sen-
ate and bouse will be on [our side] ," Caner said. 
He said that the support of the legislative leaders 
will probably be the key to prmecting the current pro-
See I.obbJing. Page 6 
o 1 ,400 Columbia 
st udents register for 
summer classes through 
college's Internet portal 
By Fernando Dlaz 
Contributing Writer .. 
Last week's summer registration 
through OASIS, the maiden voyage 
of the online registration system, was 
a breeze by most accounts. 
After its Mt day on April 2 I, 
Bernadette McMahon, chief informa-
tion officer of Infonnation 
Technology, who had been on-site 
throughout the day asked, "Why is 
everyone so surprised?" 
Despite "minor glitches" according 
to members of the administration who 
were on hand to assist students, get-
ting classes for the majority of almost 
600 students who managed to get in 
before 6 p.m. on Monday was easy. 
From 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., in the 
Herman D. Conaway Multicultural 
Center. 1104 S. Wabash Ave., aca-
demic advisers and lnfonnation 
Technology staff kept the flow of stu-
dents from reaching pre-online regis-
tration-like lines. 
Numbered cards were handed out 
so that students could wait anywhere 
until their tum came. 
Slightly more than I AOO smdents 
were able to register last week for 
"I'wish Columbia would 
have done this sooner' 
o St udents say new 
registering process 
measures up to hype 
By Jennifer Golz 
Staff Writer 
Despite initial summer registra-
tion glitches with the new Internet 
portal, OASIS, Columbia officials 
said they hope to be prepared for 
next month's fall registration. 
On Ap.ri1 21, studenlS flooded 
the lower level of the lJ04 S. 
Wabash Ave. building in hopes of 
completing early registration for 
the summer semester as quicldy 
and easily as possible. 
Faculty members stood by to 
assist the procedure. "Once we 
got through the initial crowd on 
the first day is has been OK," said 
Rebecca COurington, Columbia's 
director for the Center of 
Instructional Technology. "There 
has been a steady, but not over-
whelming, flow of students," 
Courington said. 
Several employe~s from the 
Records Office assisted in looking 
up students' OASIS logon IDs. 
While Bernadette McMahon, 
Columbia 's chief infonnation offi-
cer, and Gayle Pattison, a general 
consuhant for Columbia, released 
the second hold that was placed 
against all students' records. 
The hold was used to ensure all 
students were registering at 
Columbia's computer labs their 
frrst time. 
"Even though students have 
been cleared for registralion with 
their adviser, they still have a lab 
hold that needs to be cleared," 
Courington explained. 
Lab holds will only be placed 
against students registering for 
OASIS trial runs during the sum-
mer and fall 2003 semesters, It 
will be removed when students 
register in the designated comput-
er labs. By spring 2004, students 
should be able to register online 
from any location, 
Adrienne Lebo, a junior major-
ing in fashion design, said, "Tt ' s a 
lot better than I thought it would 
be; but I'm only taking one class 
so I don't knOll' hard it can be." 
Keri Waiters, an academic 
adviser for theater, music and 
dance majors, was also pleased 
with the process. "There is an 
artistry to doing it the old way, but 
this is more streamlined," she 
said. 
Many students encountered 
restrictions from the Student 
Financial Services Office. The 
current semester's tuition bill 
needed to be paid up to 75 percent 
before students could register. 
But Pattison, armed with her 
personal cell phone, made fre-
quent calls to the Student 
Financial Services Office to con-
flfDl payments and release any 
hold that could keep students from 
registering. 
Transfer students also experi-
enced some difficulties with the 
system. 
Jeff Griffm, a senior trdnsfer 
student studying film and video, 
said the system was unable to rec-
ognize all of his credits. 
'''There is a lot of stuff they are 
not clear about," he said. 
"The computer didn ' t tell me 
what the problem was, or what 
class it was that I needed that was 
blocking me." A traDsfer student, 
See Registration, Page 6 
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summer, meeting the expectations of 
many and pleasantly surprising oth-
ers. 
Last year, 2, 134 students registered 
for classes during two periods, one 
during the spring semester and anoth-
er during the flISt week in June. 
according to the Office of institutional 
Research. 
Marvin Cohen. registrar. said the 
week after the semester begins they 
see a lot of traffic. 
He also said he doesn·t expect to 
see any problems crop up that hadn 't 
been dealt with last week. He said 
they expected another l .()(x) students 
to register in June. 
Joe Vladic, director of lnfonnation 
Technology, manned carts that had 
been wheeled to the cafe to access stu-
dents' OASIS accounts. 
They also cleared an initial check-
in hold that was put in place to assure 
that students receive a preliminary 
walk through of the setup before reg-
istering. Instructions were also printed 
and placed in large mouse pads next 
to each computer. 
Academic advisers also staffed the 
cafe to assist students at the expense 
of regular office hours in rotating 
shifts. 
Some advisers were seeing students 
individually on their downtime, 
according to Wayne Tukes, an aca-
demic adviser. 
"[StudentsJ have been flying in aU 
day," McMahon said on April 24. 
hours before registration ended. As 
for glitches, she noted that some stu-
dents who hadn' t been enroUcd dur-
ing the spring but had attended 
Columbia in the fall didn 't have 
OASIS accounts. 
Some students hadn ' t paid the 
required 75 percent of their tuition 
fees. In Ix>th cases staff were able to 
direct them to online payment options 
through the college's website or set 
them up with OASIS accounts so they 
could come back to register. 
Amy Stewart, a photogmphy junior, 
had some trouble picking her classes 
for the summer because the sections 
were full when she showed up to reg-
ister. Still , " it was simple," she said. 
Stewart said she was a little nervous 
alx>ut registering for fall bec:mse she 
didn't want to have her classes fLiI up 
before making an appointment. 
'1ltis is typical of how registration 
goes," Cohen said , except for the 
online part. 
Starting June 2, all new students 
can register for summer classes in the 
Residence Life Center. 73 1 S. 
Plymouth Court. Registration for all 
other students begins June I. 
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Find out what drives you •.. 
Next fall, the college's Liberal Education 
Department will be offering the course Freud Livesl 
Contemporary Culture and Psychoanalysis as an 
elective course for those majoring in Cultural 
Studies. 
As the name implies, the course will examine the 
cultural contributions of Sigmund Freud and the 
role of unconscious processes and its impact on 
our collective SOCiety. 
For more informatIon, call (312) 344-7954. 
Fast! Better apply for FAFSA 
Student Financial Services is reminding students 
to apply for the 2003-2004 Free Application for 
Federal Student Aid online at www.faisa.ed.gov. 
Early registration improves the chances of 
receiving federal aid for the more than 3,000 
Columbia students who are eligible. 
For more information, call (312) 344-7140. 
Task force suggestions on 
college government 
Two meetings sciheduled next week will discuss 
and review the college's governance. The Task 
Force to Review Governance, a part of the College 
Council, will present its recommendations on April 
29 at 5 p.m. and April 30 at 12 p.m. 
Both meetings are in the 11 th floor faculty lounge, 
624 S. Michigan Ave. building. 
For more information, call (312) 344-7537. 
Film screening scheduled 
Acciaimed screenwriter and playwright Sally 
Nemeth will answer audience questions after the 
screening of her film, Holy Days. 
Nemeth is an artist-in-residence at Columbia. 
The Film and Video Department hosts the free 
event on April 30 at 6 p.m. in Room 302, 1104 S. 
Wabash Ave. 
For more information, call (312) 344.0700. 
Panel looks at dance 
A panel discussion and demonstration of 
African-American dance styles is April 30 in the 
Herman D. Conaway MulticuHural Center, 1104 S. 
Wabash Ave., at 2 p.m. 
The free event win feature professionals, stL>-
dents and faculty members who will discuss the 
role of African-American dance. 
Conference questions rights 
The Art Media and Human Rights confefence, 
• Dignity without borders: from May 5 through May 
8 with various events throughout campus, looks to 
examine how art and media trumpet human rights 
violations. 
Panel discussion topics include the death penal-
ty, human rights violations, violence agalnlt women 
and the treatment of cihildren in foster care. 
The event atso features art and photographic 
instaIations, roundtable discullion and worksIIops 
for students and faculty ~. 
For more information, call (312) 344-8510 or visiI 
hllp'JlhooIanrights.coIum.edu. 
Correction 
In the April 21 iuue, the Chronicle IndtJded an 
erroneous title in an .rtIcIe examining the neigh-
borhood relCtion about the condemnation pro-
ceedings at the Pecffic G.rden Million. 
Tommy Bezanes, owner of the Standing Room 
Only restaurant, is • member of the New South 
AlIOCiatlon. not the Near South Planning Boatd. 
The Chronicle regrets the error. 
II you hlY. In 
upcoming .v.nt or 
announcement, cilithe 
Chronicle'. new. de.k .1 (312) 3 .... 7251. 
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1IriIn~ 
Conltruction crews HCU.-tieI on the new tllnIckI aboY. South wabash flvtu"' and Harrtoon SIrMt. The new abbre-
viated tum will ..apen IOITItIImt n .. r MtrnoriaJ Dey 01 this yur. 
Columbia's revamped website 
draws student complaints 
o Site's search engine doesn't 
always give clear results, say students 
By Chris Papateodoru 
Staff Writer 
The student section of Columbia's website 
received I facctin within the las. couple of months in 
an attempt 10 give students. Monc·stop shop" of cas· 
il.>' accessible information. according to school om· 
cilis. 
"Because the student ponion of the website is vis· 
ited mostly by prospective students, we wanted to 
aiv. th.m I ·on.-stop shop.' which hiahliahts 
Columbia's many rcsourcc~ and to make information 
easy to find under appropriate categories," said 
Ebonie Saunders. information coordinator for 
Stud.nt AfTlirs. 
Saunders said the redesian was I collabontive 
.fTort betw •• n her IIId Clludil Sh.rmln. the coordi-
nator of special events. 
The: layout ofTers cuicr access to areas where stu· 
dents seck informaCion. Six bunons found in the new 
student section of the site cover cvcrythinl from aca· 
demics and .mploym.nt resoure.s to sporu Ind 
social activities. 
An OASIS button I_ liso f.-med on the 1.11 side of 
the paa. Ilon~ with other UJeful quick links. 
"I think it. bett.r." Slid journllism m~or lee 
Kitzi_ of the redesl",. "It doe_n't wow m. or lIIy-
thlna. but it'_ dennitely I st.p up." 
"It·_ be.n UJeful for look Ina up course d.scrip-
tions. prerequisites Ind stuff IIko that ." Slid Trevor 
Hope •• n ICld.mlc computlna m~or. "I nnd it hlrd 
to a.t Iround. Now with the new (deslan). I'm oklY 
with it beCIUse I've us.d It I lot ." 
Kitzls Slid thlt the _ito I_ "pretty blre bones wh.n 
It comes to Informltlon." Ind thlt mlY be why stu-
dents hive probl.ms nndlna Informltion, 
Columbll'_ web_lte Ilyout cln' t be chlna.d on I 
whim Ind Iny redeslan. must be Ipproved befare 
they Ife Inllituted. Siunders Slid the current Ilyout 
for the .tudent portion of the site WIS clelr.d throuah 
Mlrk Kelly. the vice presld.nt of Stud.nt AfTllrs-
Commentary, pgs. 12·14 
Photo Poll, pg. 14 
Arts and Entertainment, pgs, 21·27 
Horoscopes, pg. 23 
and th.re "'" guid.lines to follow. 
Individual d.partm.nts maintain IIId dev.lop th.ir 
own w.b pages according to the Computer and 
Network US.$e Policy, Columbia's webmaster 
Matth.w McClintock said. 
Columbia President Warrick L. Carter announced 
early last year the creation of templates by the 
Printing Services designers and the webmaster team 
for use across the entire website. In January, Carter 
approved the last redesign for the entire site, which is 
currently in development. 
The redesign has caused complaints from students 
about the website's search engine, which doesn't 
always bring up the most obvious results. 
A search for "summer 2003 registration" turned up 
uro results on the first paae concerning information 
on where to register for classes. 
On the second pag., buri.d in I link to an OASIS 
FAQ. the informltion for reaistrltion is rev.aled. 
Anoth.r sean:h for the Iddress to the H.rman D . 
Conaw.y Multicultural C.nt.r-which is located in 
the build ina that summ.r and fill "'aistrations are 
tlkina ptlce-<lidn't turn up Illy direct results. 
Hope Slid wh.n h. UJed the sean:h .naine to took 
up information on a major offered at Columbia. .. it 
pvc me somethina totally different," 
But, he Slid thet he hasn't used the search engine 
.nouah to know on. wty or the other its ov.rall 
effectiveness. 
McClintock Slid the s.lrch .naine, cIII.d 
http://Dia. "does. &oed job of cataloaina the con-
t.nts ofth. 20 or so web serve .. Ind virtual hosts that 
make up the coll.a. websit • . 
"I can't comment on the compllints." he Slid. "as I 
haven't received any." 
"I'm pl .... d with whit we·v. been .blo to accom-
plish." Slid Siund ... , notina the response to the 
redesiln hiS be.n mostly I?:""itive. 
"It's I work in proaress, she Slid. 
"They're improvina." Hope Slid. -and eventually, 
they'lI a.t it ." 
Comments or criticism eoneemin, Columbia's 
wobsite are welcom., McClintock SlId, Comm.nts 
Cln be directed either to him directly It webmlS-
te (, onllnc.colum.edu or vii the: "mlln.ainor" link, 
"Evllult. this paae" link or the "Report I problem" 
link on the sito. 
Crouword punle, PI. 29 
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Graduate students present· 
'Challenge' to filmmakers 
o Event looks to 
refocus movie industry 
on Chicago talent 
By Michael DesEnfants 
Staff Writer 
The project was created after 
Stephens said he and Lewkovich 
noticed the condition of the 
Chicago film industry. 
"Chicago has tremendous 
recourses to contribute." 
Stephens said. "But it doesn't 
have the opportunities that 
Hollywood has for business." 
As graduation nears, students The hope is, Stephens sa id, to 
are sc rambling to build their build the Chicago film base. 
portfolios to better prepare "We have our own stories to 
themselves for a tight job mar- tell." 
ket. And Lewkovich said their pro-
Some students looking to pad gram is directed at creative pea-
their resume and get experience pie from all backgrounds, not 
in the film industry would bene- just those studying or working in 
fit from participating in "The the film industry, but people 
Challenge," May 23-26. with an interest in the field. 
Columbia g raduate students " There are no big films made 
Jason Stephens and Jacky here, and Chicago has to build 
Lewkovich c reated " The its 'own community from the 
Challenge" a Memorial Day ground up. There are ideas out 
weekend event they said will there," he said. 
bring together all aspects of According to Lewkovich, 
filmmaking. "The Challenge," will work by 
The duo plans to have writers, giving the .writers .about .12 
directors, editors and actors col - h~urs to wnte a scnpt, which 
laborate on a se ries of shol"'l-Wi ll then be handed over to 
film s. actors and filmmakers who will 
And, they only have the have 2~ hours to shoot. the film 
extended holiday weekend to b~fore It goes to the editors who 
work on them. wl~1 have around 24 hours to 
"It is a great way for people to edit. . 
collaborate with each others DependIOg . ~n the number of 
ideas, desi res and emotions, and people who sign up, Stephens 
really display people's creative hope.s to get between five and 10 
energy," Stephens said. movies completed. 
Participants in the event are 
only allowed to work on three 
films. 
The main point o f the week-
end, and both Stephens and 
Lewkovich agree, is to have fun. 
Aside from participants provid-
ing their own equipment, the 
whole weekend is free. 
"It will be a great brainstorm-
ing sess ion ," Stephens said. "We 
are not expecting these films to 
be big budget. It will be fun, it 's 
free, and I really think people 
under pressure can come up with 
good stuff. 
"We really want to emphasize 
collaboration. When one group fin-
ishes their work goes to another 
group. It will be a slew of creativi-
ty, and know one will know how it 
will tum out," he said. 
Forty people have s igned up as 
of April 21 and both Steph~ns and 
Lewkovich said they are pleased 
with the tum out so far. 
The deadline to send in entry 
forms is May 17. 
" It should be a fun weekend,just 
bring effort and artistic ways," 
Lewkovich said. 
Screenings will take place at 
Heaven Gallery, 1550 N. 
Milwaukee Ave., on May 26 at 7 
p.m. 
For more information on "The 
. Challenge" or to sign an entry 
form, go to www.splitpillow.com. 
College night owls get new roost 
o With 50 computers on hand, 
se·curity's a concern at 24-hour com-
puter lab at residence center 
By Fernando Dlaz 
Contributing Writer 
Starting May I, when graduate students christen 
the nev.: PJy~outh Court computing lab for early 
fall regIstratIOn, students will be able to burn the 
midnight oil at Columbia 's newest 24-hour com-
puter lab. 
Although some security logistics still need to be 
wo rked out, Columbia students are scheduled to 
have access to the 50 recently installed computers 
by finals time. The lab will be the second at 
Columbia to implement the new GoPrint system. 
Because the Internet Cafe will al so use GoPrint 
neither lab will accept the print cards previously 
di stributed by each department the first wcek of 
class. 
The computing lab in the 606 S. Michigan Ave. 
building wi ll be the only facility to accept them 
through the end of the semester. 
. The res idence hall l a~ is the first attempt at mak-
109 such resources available during off hours per-
manently. During the last several years, depart-
ments . have been able to request that access to 
buildings be extended during the last weeks oft'he 
semester to give students extra time to finish proj-
ects. 
While staffing issues have yet to be cemented, 
access to the Plymouth Court lab will be available 
to a ll students. 
There are concerns, however, that security meas-
ure.s might need to be rec?nsidered. Currently, the 
resldence hall has a secunty guard stationed at the 
r~ceiving desk in the lobby, and supervisors are on 
site during the third shift. There has been no 
increase in staff or establishment of procedures 
with respect to the lab. Joe Vladic, director of 
Information Technology, Martha Meegan, director 
of campus safety, and Derrick Nelson, director of 
security, wi ll meet on April 29 to lay the g round-
work, Meegan said . 
"The [l~b] is a wonderful idea," she sa id, citing 
the growmg. number of cybercafes sprouting up 
around the City, but there are logistics specific to a 
college campus she said. 
"Party time are prime hours," Meegan said, 
highlighting the difficulty security might face . 
"The hands-on people are the ones that need to 
know." The mechanics need to be ironed out so that 
security isn ' t stretched thin , Meegan said. 
According to Susan Baby k, ass istant to the exec-
utiye: vice president, the 600 S. Michigan Ave. 
bUlldmg, the 623 S. Wabash Ave. building and the 
t 104 S. Wabash Ave. building, as in past years, will 
be open during the last two Sundays of this semes-
ter. The 623 S. Wabash Ave. building wi ll also be 
open on May 11 in addition to the pre-set Sundays. 
The Film and Video, Art and Des ign and 
Photography departments have asked that arrange-
ments be made so that students can use that time to 
finish work for school. 
Joe Sauced~Chrooicle 
The new computer lab In Columbia's residence cen· 
te,-731 S. Plymouth Court-will 'eatu ,e acce •• to 50 
computers . tarting May 1. 
Campus News 
Georgia Evdoxiadis 
Co-Editor·in-Chief 
I've only been kicked out of one place in my entire life. 
It was my best friend's house, I was 8 and the offense was 
the unauthorized possession of a She-Ra doll. 
You may aSk why I was traumatized in such a way. Well, 
thank goodness I have this column, because I can explain 
to you. exactly why. 
My best friend in the third grade's mother was a 
Christian. And when I say Christian, I mean Chris/ian. I 
~ean, li~e "The-700-Club" Christian. I mean, like protest-
mg-outslde-of-The-Last- Tempta/ion-ojChrlst Christian. 
I mean, like her-mom-once-kicked-me-out-of-her-house-
for-wielding-a-She-Ra-doll Christian-just because She-Ra 
used magic. 
For those of you who are young and unlucky enough to 
have missed She-Ra, here's the rundown. 
You may remember her as the sister of the slightly more 
fam~us He-Man, b~t if.not, s~e's got her own mythology, 
and It goes somethmg like thiS: 
Once, in the futuristic-yet-strangely-medievalland of 
Etheria (as in, ethereal) lived Princess Adora (as in, adore 
her). When danger from her archenemy Catra (as in, cat-
fight) threatened, Adora would transform herself into She-
Ra, the Princess of Power. She-Ra was ''the most exciting 
and powerful woman in the universe," according to She-Ra 
literature (yes, there is She-Ra literature). 
She was like Barbie of Swan Lake on steroids. (yes, 
there is a Barbie of Swan Lake.) 
It 's been a long time s ince I beheld a real-life She-Ra 
do ll, but if you can think of a role model better than the 
most exciting and powerful woman in the freakin' universe 
I would love to hear it. . ' 
So, needless to say, I was a little confused when my 
friend's mom kicked me out. 
I was young, but I was old enough to know when some-
one did something stupid, so I turned to my mom for advice. 
"Why did Debbie's mom do that?" I asked her. I remem-
ber the next few moments vividly. 
My mother stopped for a second and thought. She has 
always been religious and in seminary school at that time 
to become a chaplain. 
"Because," she finally said, "because sometimes when 
people find God they get a linle crazy abollt i~ and they 
don 't think that anything is good enough. They feel inse-
cure." 
The answer, strangely enough, made sense to me. It still 
does, but now it makes sense in other s ituations, too. I 
remember that advice my mom gave me when I see people 
who cannot control themselves after a conversion of any 
sort. 
They don't think that anything, or anyone is good 
enough, or loyal enough, to their new religion. 
h seems to me that patriotism is our new religion, and a 
lot of the converts have the fear of hell tire in them. No one 
can be patriotic enough. No one can wave the flag high 
enough, or say enough supportive things abOut our troops. 
If a celebrity flashes a peace sign at the camera during 
the Oscars, cartoonist Jack Higgins (of the Chicago Sun-
limes) is going to draw an editorial cartoon of that person 
stepping over the bloody corpses ofV.S. soldiers. 
If a senator questions pre-emptive war with another 
country, the president is going to go on Fox News and 
question his or her patriotism and devotion to our country. 
Now, I have been critical of celebrities speaking against 
the war who do so without knowing what they are talking 
about. I have ripped on Sheryl Crow and Fred Durst for 
saying and doing stupid things on national television. (And 
yes, I know, "agreeance" is a word. A word. used 400 years 
ago, but a word nevertheless.) 
But when we stop arguing with those we disagree with, 
and resort to calling them "unpatriotic," or ''terrorists,'' we 
are becoming a great deal like the rabid Christian who 
shooed an 8-year-old out of her home for bringing the 
wrong kind of doll. 
About a month ago, the Chronicle received a vaguely 
threatening e-mail from an anonymous writer angry over 
the protests. At one point in the message, the writer (who 
didn't seem to understand the difference between those 
who participate in protests and those who cover them) 
alluded to the newspaper "suffering the consequences" of 
not supporting our president and his war. 
To me, that sounds more like any AI Qaeda propaganda 
than anything I' ve seen on AI-Jazeera. 
So, like any other religion, the cult of America can get 
pretty ugly. Its followers become a bit rabid and the 
admirable virtue of loyalty becomes a nasty mirror image 
of itself. 
And that's when the trouble starts. 
.So, if you happen to be one of the new converts to patri-
otism, let me ask a favor of you. For all the 8-year-olds in 
the world, give She-Ra a break. You never know who 
you'll need on your side. 
3 
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NEW COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
PAYMENT OPTIONS 
Beginning with the 2003 - 2004 academic year, 
Columbia College Chicago will offer two options for 
paying tuition, fees and room expenses. Option 1 is 
to pay all College charges in full by making pay-
ment in full to Columbia College prior to the end of 
the first week of scheduled classes for the term. 
Option 2 is to participate in the Academic 
Management Service (AMS) TuitionPay Monthly 
Plan. Students who do not choose option 1, pay-
ment in full made to Columbia College prior to the 
end of the first week of scheduled classes for the "" 
term, must complete a payment plan contract with 
AMS. Students who plan on enrolling for the Fall 
2003 term must choose between option 1 and option 
2 in order to reg ister for classes. 
Special note: Student planning on living in the 
Residence Center must either pay their Residence 
Center charges in full or complete an AMS 
TuitionPay contract no later than June 15, 2003. 
Option 1 
If a student pays hisiher total charges for a tenn of 
enrollment to Columbia College no later than the 
end of the first week of scheduled classes lor that 
term, he/she will be awarded an Enrollment 
Incentive Award for the next term. A student, who 
eams an award during the fall term and enrolls fOf 
classes in spring of the same academic year, will 
receive the award during the spring term. A student, 
who eams the award during the spring term and 
enrolls in the summer seSSfoo of the same academ· 
ic year, will receive the award fOf the summer term. 
Students caMOt eam an Enrollment Incentive Award 
for the summer term. A student who eams an award 
for the spring term and does not attend in the sum-
mer. but attends the following fall term will receive 
the award that fall. The award w ill not carry for-
ward beyond the fall term of the next academic year. 
The Enrollment IRCeIltive Award will be a set per-
centage of tuition (not fees) and, if appropriate, room 
Option 2 
Columbia College Chicago has contracted with 
Academic Management Services (AMS) to offer the 
TuitionPay Monthly Plan, an interest free tuition 
installment payment plan . Columbia's contract with 
AMS begins with the fall semester of 2003. This plan 
sets up an interest free installment payment agree-
ment between students and AMS. Each TuitionPay 
Plan contract has a $55.00 enrol/ment lee. A lower 
fee is charged for single term contracts. Students 
who plan on residing in the Columbia College 
Residence Center must comply wi th payment 
requirements stated within their housing contract. 
Financial aid for which a student establishes eligibil-
ity and for which funds are available can be factored 
into a TuitionPay Plan. If you enter into an AMS 
TuitionPay Plan that requires three payments be 
made prior to the first day of classes lor the Fall term 
and you already have registered for elasses for the 
Fall term, and you do not make two of those pay-
ments, your fall registration will be voided. 
The Tuition Pay Plan has the lollowing options In 
terms 01 the length 01 payment plans: 
FalUSpring Plan. 2003 - 2004 
(full academic year) 
A ten-payment plan with the first payment 
due June 15 
A nine-payment plan with the first payment 
due July 15 
An elght-payment plan with the first payment 
due August 15 
All plans beginning In June, July, or August have a 
final payment due date of March 15, 2004 
A student who misses two consecutive or noncon-
secutive T uitionPlan payments In any payment plan 
will have hislher student account retumed to 
Columbia College and payment is due immediately, 
future registnltion depends on a zero balance. 
charges assessed the student for the current term. Fa ll 2003 Term Only a nd Spring 2004 
The Enrollment Incentive Award percentage fOf the Term Only Plan. 
2003 -2004 academic year Is 5%. II a student who 
IS otherwise eligible fOf an Enrollment Incentive Single tenn only payment pl.n. may be arranged 
Award reduces luslher charges fOf the term by with AMS. II you do not make two consecutive or 
reducing credIt hours , the Enrollment Incentive nonconsecutive payments your account will be 
Award will be calculated on the reduced charges. If returned 10 Columbia College and payment is due 
a student Increases hlslher charges during the put>- . Immediately. your account belance must be zero 
lished addIdrop period. the award will be calculated belore you can participate in registration for a future 
on the increa.ed charges provided the increased term. 
charges are paid In full. The Enrollment Incentive 
Award will be automallcally applied to er.gible stu- Joining AMS Late 
dent accounts. Any charge. owed the College from 
a previOUS term will not be included in the calculation 
of the award. 
A student who graduates at the end of a term fOf 
which helshe hal earned an Enrollment Incentive 
Award win receive a check from the College equal to 
the appropriate amount of the award. These checks 
will be mailed alter the term ends, and graduation 
has been verified. No exceptiOn can be made to this 
policy. 
Payment of charge. either in full or in pert with finan-
cial aid (including loan. and excluding federal WOI1< 
.tudy) is an approved method of payment for option 
1.The student Of bill payer . ccepta the full r"pon-
slbility for completing the Columbia College finan-
cial aid proce .. and establi.hlng eligibilily lor which 
Columbia College Chicago receives aid fundi prtOf 
to the end of the firlt week of eI ..... for the term, 
There can be nO exceptionl to thll policy. 
Special Note: Studenll who choo .. payment option 
1 and do not meet the requirement 01 paying their 
charges In full prior to the first day of scheduled 
ela. ... wUl automatically be a .. lgned to AMS. 
Studenll so auigned are re. ponl lble for meeting all 
option 2 requiremenll (.e. option 2). 
A student may participate in an AMS Payment Plan 
that hal already begun (Icheduled payments 
already begun) by making necessary -catch up' pay-
ments. \I a Itudent needs help In determining the 
.mount currenUy due, he/she can call an AMS 
TuitionPay con,ul/ant at800-635-Ot02. 
Summer 2004 Term Only 
No AMS contract II offered fOf the lummer term, All 
lummer term charges (tuition, feel, housing) must 
be paid In full no later than August 13, 200 • . 
Registration Re quirement. 
As long al a . tudent with an AMS contract II Up to 
d. 1I with hlslher AMS payment plan payments 
he/lhe can participate In .. rty or regular reglltratlon 
at Columbia College for. future term, Any I tudent 
not participating In an AMS payment plan mUlt hive 
a zero balance to partiCipate In earty or regular reg-
IStration. There can be no exceptions to these 
requirements. 
Student A ccounta Returned Prom AMS to 
Columbia for M I .. ed Pa yment. 
Studenll who ml .. two TulllonP. yment Plan pay_ 
ments (consecutive or non..consecutive) will have 
their payment account returned to Columbia College 
and payment in full to Columbia College must be 
made prior to any future registration period. 
Payment accounts returned to the College 
from AMS due to missed payments will have a 5% 
late payment fee assessed by Columbia College on 
the unpaid balance. If payment is not made in full by 
the end of the term, the account will be sent to a col-
lection agency, and the student will not be permitted 
to register until the account is paid in full. 
Frequently asked questions and answers 
How long has AMS been in the educational finance 
business, and how big is the company? 
AMS is the largest tuition payment management 
company in the country and has been in business for 
thirty years. 
How do I enroll wifh AMS? 
You will receive enrollment material in the mail from 
AMS. You may complete that l orm and include it 
along with your AMS enrollment fee payment, follow 
directions in your AMS enrollment material. You may 
enroll at Columbia College registration where an 
AMS representative wi ll be present. AMS enroll-
ments can also be processed online at 
www.tuitionpay.com. 
What if fhere is a misfake on my sfafemenf? 
A TuitionPay consultant will work with you. Call 800-
556-6684 
What if I miss my AMS monthly paymenf deadline? 
late lees are assessed by AMS. 
To whom do , I make AMS TuitionPay Plan pay-
ments? 
Fleet Bank P.O. Box 970015 Boston, Massachusetts 
02297. Do not make AMS TuitionPay payments to 
Columbia College. 
Why will my checks be made payable to Fleef Bank? 
Your check is deposited to a Trust Account adminis-
tered by Fleet Bank lor AMS; funds are then for-
warded to Columbia College on a predetermined 
schedule. 
Can I make paymenfs to AMS using my ClBdit card? 
Yes, you can use your credit card to pay your AMS 
enrollment fee, and to make your schedufed pay-
ments. You will be charged a teleprocessing fee for 
using a credn card based on the amount of your pay-
ment. 
Can I use automatic deposits to make my pay-
ments? 
Yes, n you set it up with AMS. 
\oWlat if fhera are changes in the amount I OM 
Columbia College? 
Columbia College will communicate with AMS in an 
ongoing fashion regarding changes in student 
accounts and financial aid . Appnopriate verified 
adjustments will be made. Students may also coo-
tact AMS to make necessary adjustments at 800-
556-6684. TuitionPay representatives are available 
Monday - Friday 8:00 am - 10:00 pm and Saturdays 
9:00 am - 3 pm eastem standard time. Students are 
responsible for the accuracy 01 their TuitionPay Plan 
and for meeting all College paymenl requirements 
and deadlines 
How Clln AMS olrer Insurance at 110 extra cost? 
Due to the large volume of AMS, it can offer, at no 
e>dra cost. Insurance coverage that covers the bill 
payer for any oulstendlng belance owed Columbia 
upon the dealh of the bill payer. 
More Information will b ecoma ava lla bl. In 
the n.ar futu .... 
April 28, 20:03 
Planned Parenthood 
Loop Health Center 
f a's. Michigan Ave. 6 th Floor 
Call first' for an appointment 
312-592-6700 
Columbia Chronicle 5 
South Loop Review, Vol. 6 
Release Party! 
Monday, April 28th 200:3 - 6 to 8 p.m. 
Hokin Annex : 623 S. Wabash Building 
Student Reading and Refreshments 
Spons!)n;d b.'" [ohtmnii! College Chi.:aJfn Engiish D~Ptlrtm~'H 
Talk~ica' 
Authorized Agent 
Agents needed for 
rapidly expanding phone 
• • serYlCe company coming 
to Illinois in May. 
• Excellent compensation and bonus 
package . 
• Knowledge of computers and sales 
experience helpful , but not required. 
• Full and part-time positions available . 
• Training provided . 
For complete information packet, e-mail us at : 
tom@illinoistalkamerica.com, or write : 
Tom Gadowski 
POBox 303 
Warren, MI .48090-0303 
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Kevin RioIdan of the C .... tiv. and Printing SertIcee Depertment Introduces the 
scanning dutles on thl' years Take Our Daughters and Son, to Wori< dIy on ''PO'' •. 
For kids, it's all in a day's work 
o A morning 
breakfast has President 
Carter talking with tykes 
By Angela caputo 
Contributing Ednor 
Columbia hosted a Take Our 
Daughter.; and Sons to Work Day 
event April 24. as part ofa nation-
al awareness campaign to pro-
mote professionalism among 
youth. Sixty young family mem-
bers of Columbia employees 
attended. 
Katie Narlow, 14. who aspires 
to be an elementary school 
teacher, joined her dad Greg-an 
internal auditor for the college-
as a participant in this year's event 
as she has for the past five year.;. 
"After comiog for a few yean .. .J 
recognize people now and a 101 of 
the kids who have come over the 
years," Narlow said. 
Kicking off the morning. par-
ticipants gathered for breakfast 
with Columbia's President 
Warrick L. Carter and other 
administrators. 
Lobby 
Continued from Front Page 
"This is where your parents go 
everyday when they leave in the 
morning," Carter told the ~roup 
in a welcoming speech. He Joked 
with the attendees about trying to 
recruit them. 
Vice President of Student 
Affair.; Mark Kelly advised the 
young visitors to negotiate pay 
hefore they began doing any work 
during the course of the day. Some 
of the kids looked around, hopeful 
that they would get paid. Their 
hopes were dashed when they real-
ized Kelly was only joking. 
Throughout the day, the visitors 
toured departments to get a taste 
for what goes on in 'tbe college. 
Kourtney Blal:kmon, II, came 
with her godmother Patrice Ward-
Newkirk who works in the 
Records Office. 
She showed 01T a photography 
project that she did lit the photo 
lab. She said that she learned her 
name in Sign language during the 
morning, too. --
The annual event was initially 
dubbed "Take Your Daughter to 
Work Day," in 1993 by the femi-
nist organization the Ms. 
Founda.ion. Promoting the orga-
nization's mission to ensure: 
women and girls govern their 
own lives and influence the world 
around them, the day was intend-
cd to inspire girls to achieve their 
potential, in all aspeets of Ufe. 
Beginning in 2003, the event 
was changed 10 include males. . 
Narlow said she thinks the day 
is more than just fun. ~It educates 
us on how work is. to get a better 
understanding of the work 
world," she said. 
Ward-Newkirk said she agrees. 
In addition to her ' goddaughter, 
she brought her Il-year;old. 
daughter Briana. "It's important 
for her to see what ! do and jt 
gives her an ' ides of what she 
wants to do or may not want to 
do," she said. . 
Briana said she would prefer 10 
he a professional basketball player 
rather than work at a college. • 
Narlow said she, too, has 
learned enough about her dad's job 
to know that she !)ever intends to 
do it. "I don't think my dad'. job is 
vcry excitin8\" she said."I'd rather 
be an art teacher or something." 
posaJ and any reinstatement of projected cuts. 
Approximately 70 schools statewide benefit from 
the state sponsored grant program. Columbia was the 
second largest beneficiary of the program during the 
current year, receiving SI.5 million. DePaul 
UniverSity was the largest recipient. according to the 
Ill inois Financial Assistance Act's website. 
"The financial assistance act will cause damage if it 
goes through the way it is," Fouts said. 
He istration 
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Griffin hasn ' t taken all the classes in Columbia's rec· 
ommended order. 
"We ' re here as advisers, not system specialists," 
Wallers said. 
The advisers may not have had all the students' 
answers regarding OASIS right away. bUllhey did their 
best to seek the answer and get all eligible students reg-
istered. 
Anthony Jones, a senior interactive multimedia stu-
dent , said OASIS is more confusing than user-friendly. 
" I didn ' t know how to enter the course numbers, 
because they are coded with spaces in the catalogue 
and schedules, but they use dashes in OASIS," he said. 
"It's the little things," said Anthony Jones, a senior 
studying interactive multimedia. "We talk about this 
stuff all day. everyday." 
Both Jones and Griffin agreed that OASIS would he 
easier to navigate if class searches were organized by 
subject or major area of study. 
Instead, general searches yield a list of classes 
appearing in numerical order. Regardless, many stu-
dents are happy to be able to register for classes online. 
" I wish Columbia would have done this sooner," said 
Karen Kulovitz, a senior majoring in television post-
Columbia administrators said the loss may compro· 
mise the school's ability to provide rrograms and serv· 
ices and replace equipment. but wit have "no immedi· 
ale impact on student 's tuition or fees." 
Funding from the act contributed, on average. S188 
production. 
"I used to able to register from home for my com-
munity college classes more than five years ago," she 
said. 
"OASIS is much beuer. It empowers the students to 
serve themselves, not having to rely on other human 
beings," Walters said. 
But Walte rs added that OASIS has to work for trans-
fer students, citing the large amount of transfer stu· 
dents as opposed to traditional students. 
McMahon said the reason students have to come to 
register in the lab again for the fall semester is to 
ensure that everyone is aware of Academic 
Mana~ement Services, Columbia's new payment plan. 
" It IS working out quite well if you are prepared." 
Walters said. 
Students who met with their advisers and discussed 
any possible registration holds prior to their .registra· 
tion session left happy. 
While ·students who assumed all is well, encounter 
problems with OASIS. 
"This has definitely prepared me for the fall ," Griffin 
said. 
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DNA cartoon nets 
Fischetti prize 
o Journalism Department 
receives more than 200 entries 
By Jay Goldlust 
Staff Writer 
The Journalism Department has announced this year's 
Fischetti Editorial Cartoon Competition winners from a 
field of more than 200 entries from across the country. 
Bruce Plante of the Chattanooga limes· Free Press won 
first place for his cartoon on DNA testing in death TOW tn· 
als. 
His cartoon depicts a news anchor in front of a woman 
emptying an urn. The caption reads, "Yet another DNA test 
has proven the innocence of a death TOW inmate ... He's 
heing released as we speak." 
"It was one of the most egregious news stories I had ever 
see .. " Plante said, who received a $3.000 prize. "Many 
people had been released after many years of incarceration 
after DNA tests proved they had been wrongly convicted. 
" I was outraged that the mere lack of money could he the 
reason some people might be wrongly executed. The mes-
sage of the cartoon was direct and had a powerful, dark 
twist," Plante said. 
Barry rJce. acting chair of the Journalism Department, 
said Columbia received 216 entries from 72 cartoonists. 
"I thmk the winners we picked this year are just out-
standing," Rice said. " It's a very presti~ous event to have 
associated with the college." 
A panel of judges from the Journalism Department, 
including Rice. nanowed down the field. ''The initial 
Screening panel went through and judged the cartoons based 
on how immediately the message was conveyed, the visual 
impact of the cartoon, the relevancy of the cartoon, and just 
the quality of the message," Rice said. 
1be cartoons that made the initial cut were then sent to a 
panel of six outside professional journalists for final judg-
ing. . 
"Two of[Plante's] entries were so strong that we decided 
to give him one of the honorable mention spots," Rice said. 
The awards ceremony will he held May I and will raisc 
money for the prius and subsequent Fischetti Scholanhip 
- endowment. 
Rice said there is about SI million in the endowment. 
Funds from that go to journalism scholar.;hips; most notice-
ably of which is the Fischetti Scholar.;hip. "(The Journalism 
Department] is able to give away about $30,000 a year In 
jpumalism scholanhips from that endowment," Rice said. 
"Our dcparonerit is very lucky to have 'this endowment for 
the scholanhips." 
The contest is held in honor of John Fischetti. who won 
the Pulitzer Prize in 1969 for editorial cartooning. 
Other Fischetti winner.; include Chris Britt of the State 
Joumal-Register in Springfield, Clay Bennett of the 
Christian Science Monitor and Robert Ariail of the State-
Record Company. 
"I have always considered the Fischetti Award one of the 
top national editorial cartoon contests," Plante said. "I 
expect an enhancement of the credibility of my career and 
my wori< amongst my peer.; as well as other journalist." 
per full-time student. last year, down 9.6 percent from 
2002. Colleges receive the state funds for general 
operation, only on behalf of students who are residents 
of Illinois. 
As money becomes increasingly limited. Columbia 
administrators are heating up their lobbying strategy. 
Carter is planning to join fellow administrators from 
Chicago colleges in the upcoming weeks to visit 
Springfield to bolster legislative support. 
"The most important thing now is to fight for dollars 
that are affecting our students," said Columbia's asso-
ciate vice president Paul Chiaravalle. 
Independent lobbyists. the Chicago-based Res 
Publica Group. has heen contracted by the college to 
look for new funding opportunities from public and 
private sources in the state. 
"We're really turning up stones to find every fund· 
ing available," Chiaravalle said. 
In addition to seeking new money, as 'competition 
for higher education dollars increases, lobbYISts are 
working to ensure money like the MAP funds remain 
earmarked for Illinois' college students. 
"When the budget is tight people are always looking 
over their shoulder to see who has money they can 
nab." Fouts said. 
Students can mobilize to help protect state and fed-
eral fundin~ for their educations, administrators said. 
Contact legISlator.; by phone. fax. e-mail or in per.;on 
"and ask them to support the Monetary Award Program 
and restore the money for the [Illinois] Financial 
Assistance Act,n Fouts said. 
Carter said he agreed that students can holster lob-
bying efforts by joining together to send a unified mes-
sage to "hold MAP harmless and reinstate funding for 
the [Illinois] Financial Assistance Act." 
"We're going to he OK." Chiaravalle said. "We just 
need to fight as a group." 
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Applications can be picked up In the Student Leadership (1104 
S. Wabash) or the student organizational "hub" (Lower Level), 
Student Activities and Leadership Office (623 S. Wabash, 3rd Floor), 
or from your departmental senator. 
ALL APPLICATIONS ARE DUE NOW!!! 
NATIONAL aMPus NEws 
Apri128,2003 
White House lawyer 
was Deep Throat, 
students believe 
o Six other 
candidates ruled 
out in the quest to 
find .Iegendary 
Watergate insider 
By WIlliam Neikirk 
Chicago Tribune 
(KRT) WASHINGTON-
Attempti ng to so lve one of 
America's greatest political mys-
teries, student investigators at the 
Un iversity of Illinois have con-
cluded that former White House 
lawyer Fred Fielding is Deep 
Throat-the secret source who 
broke the Watergate scandal wide 
open. 
Some of the students and their 
teacher, William Gaines, named 
Fieldin~ as their choice for Deep 
Throat In a news conference April 
22 at the Watergate Hotel , s ite of 
the famed break-in at the offices 
of the Democratic Nat ional 
Comm ittee nearly 31 years ago. 
Fielding and Bob Woodward, 
who first reported the Watergate 
story with fellow Washington 
Post reporter Carl Bernstein, did 
not respond to telephone 
inquiries. In the past, Gaines said 
Fielding has denied he was Deep 
Throat, the nickname Woodward 
gave to the anonymous source 
who provided damag ing detail s 
of the break-in by Republican 
operati ves and the Nixon admin-
istration's efforts to cover it up, 
along with its campaign of "dirty 
tricks" aga~nst politica l oppo-
nents. 
In their project, which lasted 
four years, the students from the 
univers ity 's Urbana-Champaign 
campus and Gaines c ited six spe-
cific instances of closely held 
inside information that Fielding 
knew and Deep Throat provided. 
These included the involvement 
of N ixon White House operative 
Howard Hunt in the burglary and 
N ixon aide John Ehrlichman's 
instructions to White House 
counse l John Dean to throw a 
briefcase containing incriminat-
ing in formation about po litical 
tricks into the Potomac River. 
They a lso said that Fielding 
was in a posit ion to provide eight 
other re velations, including 
phone taps on reporters, N ixon 
campaign official G. Gordon 
Liddy's burn ing of his hand with 
a candle, and problems with 
N ixon 's White House tapes. He 
sa id Fielding also was a likely 
Woodward source on earlier sto-
ries about the shooting of former 
Alabama Gov. George Wallace. 
The scandal touched off inves-
tigations that ultimately led to 
President Richard Nixon's resig-
nation in 1974 and became the 
subject ofa book and movie, "All 
the President's Men ." Deep 
Throat's identity has been the 
subject of a political guessing 
game that has lasted since then. 
Woodward has said he will name 
hi s source only when Deep 
Throat dies. 
Us ing 16,000 pages of FBI 
documents and other Watergate 
records, Gaines and his students 
said that Fielding knew about or 
like ly would have known about 
many of the key Watergate reve-
lations that Woodward and 
Bernstein, made in their news 
stories that won them a Pulitzer 
Prize. 
They ruled out six other possi-
ble candidates for Deep Throat, 
saying that the others could not 
known everything that Fielding 
did as first assistant to Dean. " If 
it wasn't Fielding, I don ' t see 
how it could have been anybody 
else," Gaines said. 
Like Deep Throat, he said , 
Fielding was known to drink 
Scotch whisky and smoke 
Marlboros, according to Gaines, a 
two-time Pulitzer Prize winner 
for the Chicago Tribune: 
Fielding, who served as White 
House counsel to President 
Ronald Reagan, was provided 
with a detailed package li sting 
the evidence that the journalism 
project had gathered naming him 
as Deep Throat. He has not 
responded, Gaines said. 
Gaines said he was certain that 
Fielding was Deep Throat. A year 
ago, some of the students on a 
Going back to school a matter of 
national intelligence and secrecy 
o Tensions in the 
Middle East and else-
where have led many to 
rethink their career goals 
By V_ Dlon Haynes 
Chicago Tribune 
(KRT) SAN BERNARDINO, 
Cali f.-Fears about a growing ter-
rorist threat, fueled by the 9/11 ter-
rorist attacks and the Iraq war, have 
prompted Pedro Becerra to consider 
abandoning hi s job as a claims 
adjuster at the Social Security 
Administration for a possible career 
in intelligence gathering. 
Like a growing number of stu-
dents at campuses across the coun-
try, Becerra has developed a new 
interest in international studies. As a 
first step to realizing his dream of 
working in counterterrorism in 
Latin America, Becerra enrolled at 
Cali fornia State University, San 
Bernardino, in a prerequisite cowse 
for a graduate-level national securi-
ty studies program. 
The 911 I attacks are "going to 
change the whole panorama of pol-
itics in the U.S.," said Becerra, 28. 
" It will change our immigration 
laws and matters of national securi-
ty .. . and force law enforcement to 
devot7 more attention to preventing 
terroflsm." 
Growing tensions in the Middle 
East and other parts of the world 
have led many to rethink their 
career paths, considering new ways 
to serve the country or capitalizing 
on opportunities in the booming 
fields of intelligence gathering and 
homeland security. 
Officials at California State say 
some graduates have been hired as 
intelligence agents by the CIA. The 
exact number, they said, is hard to 
know because the agency often for-
bids operatives from disclosing 
their jobs. 
The college has seen an increase 
in the nwnber of students taking 
courses on intelligence reporting 
and analysis. 
" I would like to get some experi-
ence as an infonnation gatherer," 
said Robert Bitting, 32, vice presi-
dent of a local financial services 
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New Jersey Campus on SARS alert 
o Student with SARS is one 
of the few United States cases 
of secondary transmission 
By Bob Groves 
The Record (Bergen County, N.J.) 
(KRT) HACKENSACK, N.J.-Seton Hall 
Univers ity put its campus on alert on Apri l 22 for 
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome after learn-
ing that one of its students may have had the ill -
ness, health officials said. 
The student, along with a 68-year-old woman 
were the state's fourth and fifth suspected cases of 
SARS, a mysterious, sometimes fatal resp iratory 
illness that originated in China last fall, according to 
the New Jersey Department of Health and Senior 
Services. 
Both patients, who were unidentified, have com-
pletely recovered, state officials said. 
The woman traveled to Asia March 14, devel -
oped a cough on March 23, and a fever on March 
25, state offic ials said . The woman was hospital-
ized overnight in China and was released the next 
day when her fever was gone. Her cough subsided 
on March 30, and she returned to New Jersey on 
April II. 
The student is one of the few U. S. cases of sec-
ondary transmission--someone who caught the 
disease here, instead of Asia. 
The student had symptoms of a respiratory illness 
. before being visited in a donnitory for a couple of 
hours April 5 by a relative later diagnosed with 
SARS, according to an e-mail sent to Seton Hall 
staff and students by Eddy A. Bresnitz, the state epi-
demiologist. The student developed a fever and 
worsening symptoms after the exposure, but was 
not hospitalized and is doing well. 
" It is unclear whether the Seton Hall student 
actually had SARS, and it is unlikely that anyone 
other than the student's roommates had the level of 
contact with the student suffic ient to acquire 
SARS," Bresnitz wrote in the e-mai l. "The potential 
for transmission to anyone on campus is very low." 
No one has gone to the student health center 
complaining of any symptoms, Seton Hall spokes-
woman Jennifer Hopek said. 
Classes at Seton Hall resumed April 22 after the 
holiday weekend. Students interviewed April 22 
said the e-mail had not yet generated much anxiety, 
although there was some wishful joking about 
classes being canceled. 
"Some kids run out of here when it snows," said 
Pete Mtuphy, a sophomore from Boonton, N.J. 
Still, Murphy said he would like to know which 
do~itory the student lives in, "so we can take pre-
cautIOnary measures." . 
Manesh Dadlani, a sophomore from Paramus 
'N.J., said he has doubts that Seton Hall would 
have only one case of SARS. 
"It:s only one person, but it spreads so quickly," 
he saId. 
State health officials and the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention to ld staff and students that 
any person who was on campus between Apri l S 
and April IS-and who developed or develops . 
SARS symptoms between April 6 and April 12-
should report to the university'S student health serv-
ices or the ir own doctor. 
Symptoms include a temperature of 100.4 
degrees or higher, and any of the following: a dry 
cough, shortness. of breath, difficulty breathing, 
muscle aches, fatigue, or headache. 
The CDC distinguishes between suspected cases 
of SAR$-a 100.4-degree fever and other symp-
toms-and probable cases, defined as having 
SARS symptoms and X-ray or autopsy evidence of 
pneumonia or respiratory distress. 
The first New Jersey resident with suspected 
SARS- Iater determined to have probable 
SARS-is fully recovered. The second is recover-
ing at home. The third was discharged from a 
Pennsylvania hospital and was diagnosed with 
another illness; doctors are awaiting tests to rule out 
SARS. Most of the suspected cases of SARS may 
tum out to be other viral respiratory infections, 
Bresnitz said. 
The three previous New Jersey people with 
SARS had traveled to Asia, and there have been no 
reported cases of SARS transm ission to people 
who had contact with them. 
SARS is believed to be an airborne illness. The 
primary means of transmission is close, person-to-
person contact. 
SARS is believed caused by a co ronav irus 
respons ible for some common colds .. SARS first 
appeared in the southern China province of 
Guangdong in November, and had spread to Hong 
Kong by February. To date, the World Health 
Organization has reported 3,947 probable SARS 
cases in 27 countries, including 229 deaths. The 
largest numbers of cases have been in China. 
The CDC has reported 190 suspected SARS 
cases, and 38 probable cases in 35 of the United 
States. There have been no SARS deaths in the 
United States. 
- Record staff writer Brian Aberback con-
tributed 10 this article· 
'Blogs' open up new outlets for self-expression 
o Reading the online diaries 
gives a different perspective to 
NYU, students say 
By Cassandra Morris 
Washington Square News (New York U.) 
(U-WIRE) NEW YORK-Personal diaries hid-
den under a mattress and sealed by miniature 
locks and keys are passe in cyberspace. More 
New York University students are now publiciz-
ing their thoughts about annoying roommates, the 
war on Iraq and their love li ves with the help of 
weblogs, or "blogs." Visit these sites and indulge 
gu ilt-free in the thoughts of friends, roommates or 
even the hottie s itting next to you in class. 
Internet companies like Xanga.com, 
Blogger.com, and Diaryland.com offer free, inde-
pendent publi shing for the masses. Users sign up 
for an account and are granted instant freedom to 
type away whatever comes to mind. No previous 
computer or writing experience is required. 
"I think it is a great medium for communica-
tion," said Brad Wellington, a graduate student at 
NYU whose journal can be found at 
http://brad.blog-city.com. "You get a truly unique 
view of a person by reading [his or her] thoughts 
all laid oUL.people wi ll blog about things they 
would not bring up in conversation, which I 
always think is great." 
Most students give their link to close friends 
and never reveal their web diary to family, but 
that does not always prevent their site from show-
ing up on search engines. 
Bloggers who want guests, list their s ites on 
web rings or portals. The NYU Weblog Portal-
www.nyublogs.citycynic.com- which claims to 
"[represent] the NYU students who be bloggin ' 
worldwide," lists more than 100 blogs written by 
undergraduates, graduate students and alumni. 
Xanga has an NYU webring that boasts more than 
400 members. Hamilton Chang, a j unior at NYU, 
publishes "Have Xanga: must Angst" on Xanga. 
"I'm sort of shy," he said . " My Xanga is some 
place to tell everyone what I want them to know. 
[t's kind of something I like to put out that's spe-
cial." 
Chang started his website at the end of hi s 
sophomore year, when he was moving out of hi s 
donn and tension in hi s life was high. 
" I was kind of frustrated and so I decided to use 
Xanga to sort of vent that frustration," he said . 
"The first two posts are filled with profanity and 
not much else. It was just a way of venting some 
steam. After that it sort of evolved into more of a 
culture thing." 
Chang has personalized hi s Xanga site to 
include not only entr ies, but his "Current Vice" -
this week, a pack of Davidoff Lights-and a "Pic 
of the Week"-right now, a sc reen shot from 
Hannibal. 
Many blog-hosting sites allow Internet-savvy 
users to customize their webpages, post images, 
create audio files and even transfer their own tem-
plates to create a space on the Web that is just as 
personal as what they are writing about. Some 
\Jsers post pictures of themselves, while others 
prefer to keep the ir identity limited to a first name 
or even a pseudonym. 
Since publishing on the web means pub lishing 
to most of the world, some bloggers censor their 
. entries. Beverly Cruel, ajunior at NYU, has a site 
on Xanga she calls " AsianNotOriental." She cre-
ated her s ite a year ago as a "creative outlet" and 
a place to vent. But, when she started talking 
about political issues like the war on Iraq, she was 
forced to step back from her keyboard. 
"I got so many flames [angry e-mai ls] that I 
said, 'Never mind, this isn't worth it,·" Cruel said. 
" People who write about the war only write about 
the war. They take one posit ion and get flamed a 
lot. They have to explain themselves again and 
again and it becomes an ongoing dialogue ." 
See BIop, Page 10 
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Deep Throat 
Continued from Page 9 
network television show, NBC's "Dateline," had 
speculated that former Nixon White House 
speech wr iter Pat Buchanan was Deep Throat 
based on prelim inary evidence. But Gaines said 
that he had never made that conclusion, and 
ru led Ollt Buchanan, who was a presidential can-
didate in 1996 and 2000. 
Call ing ' Fie ld ing a hero, Gaines said the 
lawyer's apparent motive in leaking information 
was to protect Nixon from "incompetent" aides 
who had ill -served him and because he had a 
fear about what the scandal meant for the exec-
utive branch and "the future of democracy." 
One example of detai ls that point to Fie lding 
as the source was the case of a bookkeeper for 
Nixon's re-election committee who, afte r being 
interviewed by the FB I, told Woodward and 
Bernstei n the names of campaign offic ials who 
obta ined money from a secret fund to finance the 
Watergate burg lars. 
The bookkeeper and Deep Throat both said 
that campaign aides Jeb Magruder and Herbert 
Porter received at least $50,000 from the fund, 
Gaines sa id. In their probe, the students di scov-
ered an FBI investigative summary of an inter-
view with the bookkeeper providing these 
deta ils. Th is summary had been sent by then-FB I 
Director Patr ick Gray to Dean's office, where 
Field ing read it, accord ing to testimony Fielding 
gave later. 
The FBI report sa id Magruder rece ived 
$50,000, Porter $100,000 and Liddy $89,000. 
But it turned out the bookkeeper had made a 
mistake, and that Magruder had actually only 
received $20,000. From this, the students and 
Blogs 
Continued from Page 9 
Cruel is more cautious of her aud ience now. 
"I have a lot of fr iends who, if they read what 
exactly I was thinking, they might get offended," 
she said. " I have some friends who are pro-war so 
I couldn't write ' Bush sucks. '" 
We ll ington, however, has no problem ranting 
about the war. His site's tag line states that he 
writes about "software, politics and culture with 
lots of class (most of it low]." 
Lately he has been blast ing the anti-war protest-
ers in New York City: " I th ink they should say 
what they want, hell I hate this war myself, but I 
am not sitting in outs ide the ir offices with a 
bongo hold ing up traffic," he wrote. 
Wellington revel s in the freedom his webs ite 
g ives him to pub li cize his op in ions. 
" It is not often you get the ' microphone ' for 
that long in conversation," he said, "so [blogs] are 
certain ly a un ique forum for [people) to express 
themselves." 
This "unique forum" does wonders for people 
who crave dialogue , but fee l uncomfortab le talk-
ing to people. Many bloggers post their e·mail 
addresses, provide online guestbooks and allot 
space for readers to post comments. 
Online diaries are also a great excuse to be 
nosy. Cruel and Chang have a number of friends 
with webs ites, and visit them frequently. 
"It lets me know how they're doing, their emo-
tiona I level," Chang said. 
" Most of the people I [read] are my friends," 
said Cruel, "so I sort of can know what's going on 
in their lives and know what they think. They 
usually write about what's really important to 
them." . 
Some bloggers prefer the thoughts of strangers. 
\Vith the recent popularity of reality TV, and with 
much of Amer ica tuning in to watch real people 
li ve regular li ves, it is easy to see why getting 
inside an average Joe's head through an onl ine 
d iary is intriguing. 
" [Reading blogs] gives me a different perspec-
ti ve of NYU," Wellington said. "Every blog ent!)' 
is about something someone cared enough to 
write down .. . see ing a ' menta l collage' of the 
NYU community's thoughts is a very different 
way of look ing at the school." 
Gaines concluded that Fielding had leaked the 
bookkeeper's error from the FBI summary. 
Another instance involved removing files 
from Hunt's safe in the White House, since the 
FBI was inquiring about Hunt's connect ion to 
the burg la rs after the break-in. Ehrl ichman 
ass igned Dean the task, and Fielding assisted 
him . The fi les contained "polit ica lly sensiti ve" 
documents about how Hunt was using his White 
House office to investigate Nixon's po litical 
enem ies and create fraudu lent documents that 
would be leaked to the press. 
Dean sa id Ehrlichman told him to "deep six" 
the files by dropping them into the Potomac 
River on the way home. This information was 
leaked to Woodward by Deep Throat, who knew 
the exact date of the conversation. Ehrl iehman 
denied he made the statement to Dean. 
Dean gave these files to FBI Director Gray, 
wi th the understanding that they were "not to see 
the light of day." Deep Throat leaked this prec ise 
phrase to Woodward for a story, and Gray con-
fi rmed in late r test imony that Dean had used the 
same words, Ga ines said. 
As any good reporter wou ld do, Gaines said, 
Woodward went to great lengths to protect the 
name of his source, including omitting hi s name 
from some of his accounts about the scandal, 
such as when he was invo lved in a meeting. 
As for Woodward's statement that he won't 
name Deep Throat until his source dies, Gaines 
said, "He won't be around to be questioned. We 
don't know how Bob Woodward is going to reveal 
this. Does he get up at the funeral and make an 
announcement or sl ip it into the obit?" 
Not all blogging experiences are pos itive, how-
ever. Linda, a junior at NYU who asked that her 
last name be withhe ld, once used an online journal 
hosted by Blogger.com to keep track of her 
thoughts and the experiences she had in New York 
City. 
"I sent out the link to my"site and my uncle went 
to it and didn't like the content," Linda said. "He 
felt it was too much information on the Internet. 
r~!so, ] my parents weren't exactly pleased with 
It. 
Though her friends found her stories amusing, 
Linda edited her entries and eventually stopped 
updat ing her s ite because of her parents. Her 
views on online journals have also changed. 
"It's interest ing to read other people's 
thoughts, but [b logs ] can be dangerous depend-
ing on who reads them," she said. "If people 
randomly search fo r [blogsJ and contact you it 
can be dangerous, but I don' t think it's wrong if 
you give the link to your friend ." 
With more and more online journals popping 
up on the Web, the likelihood of personal sites 
appearing on search engines is increasi ng. While 
many bloggers would be thrilled at the prospect 
of higher readership, some Internet users have 
found the abundance of diaries a nuisance. 
"The Internet is a powerful research tool, and 
.these days it's becoming very hard to decipher 
between fact and fiction when sifting through 
webs ites," sa id Ben Mann, a junior at NYU. 
"The last thing I need is to have an extra thou· 
sand pages to discard as irrelevant because all 
they talk about is who John ny is taking to the 
prom and how many times you threw up after 
lunch yesterday." 
Much of cyberspace has been turned into per-
sonal space with the help of easy online publish. 
ing tools, much to the dismay of Internet users 
like Mann. Yet the Web has been g iving people 
across the globe a voice since it was first creat-
ed, and personal publ ish ing tools join instant 
messaging, chat rooms and e·mai l as a free, easy 
way to reach out and make a connect ion. 
As for whether online blogs wi ll g ive pen-
and-paper journals the permanent boot- only 
time will tcJl. 
Visit us online 
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Student website project offers 
alternatives to news coverage 
o Site had meager 
beginnings as a Web dis-
cussion forum for the war 
By Kevin Borgia 
The Dai ly Vidette (Illinois State U.) 
(U-WIRE) NORMAL, 111.-
Recently, many liberals and conser-
vatives have expressed disapproval 
with the mainstream media, arguing 
the coverage of news has strayed 
too far from objectivity. 
A project by students at American 
University called "War Beyond The 
Box," accessible at http://centerfor-
soc ia lmedia.org/warbeyondbox, 
offers independent sources of news 
to those who are concerned with the 
impartiality of the news media. 
According to Patr icia 
Aufderheide, a communication pro-
fessor at American University and 
coordinator of the project, the site 
began as a "scan of informal media 
during the war" and as a web dis· 
cussion. 
"We were try ing to see how peo-
ple without a representative voice in 
the mainstream media expressed 
their viewpoints," Aufderheide said. 
"What we fOWld was that people 
were finding new and innovative 
ways to get their voice out there." 
Aufderheide said one of the major 
sources of independent news online 
is through web logs where people 
can speak their minds about any 
issue they choose. 
Aufderheide and her team discov-
ered these "blogs" have found a new 
purpose in the arena of political dis-
cussion, and the Beyond the Box 
site links to several of these. 
"Blogs started as personal diaries, 
totally se lf-invo lved narrations 
about the author's personal life 
where others could respond with 
comments," Aufderheide said. 
"But s ince the war, blogs have 
become alternative sources of per-
spect ive and discussion on interna-
tional issues." 
One of the most interesting blogs 
the team found, Aufderhe ide said, 
was the daily narration of a man 
claiming to be a native Iraqi in 
Baghdad. Although the accuracy of 
that particular blog cannot be veri-
fied, Aufderheide said the concept 
of the site "takes web logs to a new 
level." 
War Beyond the Box is not 
intended to be a clearinghouse for 
independent media, Aufderheide 
said, but it funct ions as such a site, 
offering links to a wide array of per-
spectives on the war, both liberal 
and conservative. 
Aufderheide said the site has 
links to staunch anti-war sites like 
MoveOn.org and Electronic lraq.net, 
pro-war sites li ke 
DefenseofAmerica.org and 
FreeRepubl ic.com, and some pure 
discussion sites such as 
OpenDemocracy.net. 
"Our site has no pol itical affi lia-
tion, and does not take any perspec-
tive on the war itself," Aufderheide 
said. 
She also stressed that the site 
only "encourages people to look at 
that new particu lar sector of 
media." 
Aufderheide said although the 
site currently provides links to sev-
eral sources of independent med ia, 
it will not be updated. 
" It 's just intended to be a snap-
shot of a spec ific type of media dur-
ing a moment in history." 
Back to school 
Continued from Page 9 
finn who is looking to become a 
spy. 
Wh ile tight state budgets arc 
spurring cuts in many academic 
departments, more than two dozen 
national security and international 
studies programs around the coun-
try are increas ing enrollment and 
expanding sections to accommodate 
a burgeoning demand. 
"Fifteen years ago a master's in 
international affairs might not have 
meant much to an employer, but it 
does now," said Jeffrey Lewis, 
executive director of the 
Association of Professional Schools 
of International Affairs, a College 
Park, Md.-based organization repre-
senting 29 schools. 
"There's been a huge surge in 
applications-it's tremendous," 
Lewis added. "I think virtually all of 
our programs have increased their 
enrollments . .. when I asked admis-
sions officers (why interest is so 
high), they say it's because of9/11." 
Enroll ment in California State's 
national security studies program, 
which was estab li shed in 1986, 
dipped in the early 1990s with the 
end of the Cold War, though it 
rebounded later in the decade. 
"The number of applications has 
tripled or quadrupled," said Mark 
Clark, chainnan of the political sci· 
ence department at California State 
Univers ity, San Bernardino, and 
d irector of the national security 
studies program. 
Graduates of the California State 
program have been hired by the 
CIA, Department of Defense, FBI, 
Nat ional Imagery and Mapping 
Agency, General Accounting Office 
and by consuiti!1g finns that do 
work for the federa l government. 
Interest in fore ign jX)licy, diplo· 
macy, military strategy, intelligence 
work, Middle East cu lture and ter-
rorism is booming, and officials at 
other colleges with national security 
and international studies programs 
are making similar adj ustments. 
Offic ials at the Univers ity of 
Chicago's Center for International 
Studies have hired more professors 
to keep up with the growing 
demand for Arabic, Chinese and 
Russian language courses. But they 
have also raised entry requirements 
to keep enrolJment in the undergrad-
uate program from increasing too 
quickly. 
But the growth in the area of for-
eign affa irs has raised concerns 
among some professors that the 
courses may be exacerbating ten-
sions rather than reduc ing them. 
Some lament that there still is too 
little emphasis on cultura l studies 
and too much emphasis on defense 
and terrorism. 
"A lot of th is is reactive and 
adversarial-in other words, we 
have to know our enem ies," said 
Ralph Salm i, a professor of political 
science and Middle East and Islamic 
studies at Califo rnia State 
University, San Bernardino. 
Programs around the country, 
Salmi added, seem to be less con-
cerned about reduc ing the antipathy 
between the U.S. and other coun-
tries and morc concerned "about 
how do we go about killing them." 
"The thing I've been thinking 
about doing is working with an 
organization that protects civilliber· 
ties," said Gloria Chavez, 32, who 
does public relations work for a 
nonprofit organization. 
Chavez, who dropped her idea to 
pursue a master's of business 
administration after 911 1 added, 
"My concern is balancing civi l lib-
erties with our security interests." 
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Columbia College/Children's 
Memorial Hospital 
Tuesday, May 13 
1 :00-7:00 pm 
Community Lounge at 
the Residence Center 
731 S. Plymou'th Ct. 
Chicago, It 60605 
• For An Appointment Call: 
Student Health Center 
312.344 .6830 
731 S. Plymouth Ct., lower le vel 
SponIOfed by: Children's Memorial Hospital, Student Health Center, Office of Student leadership, and SGA 
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Fiction Writing Department 
Looking 
for a class? 
Think 
Fiction 
Writing! 
Are you interested in writing? 
Are you creative? 
Do you have stories to tell? 
See your department advisor 
during counseling for Fall 2003 Early Registration 
Fiction Writing classes available in 
.:. Short Stories 
.:+ Novels 
.:. Creative Nonfiction 
.:. Script Forms 
Story Workshop® and other 
Fiction Writing Department 
courses will improve reading, writing, 
speaking, listening, visualizing, and 
creative problem-solving skills 
useful for every college major and the job market. 
Fiction Writing Department 
12th Floor, 624 S. Michigan Avenue 
312-344-7611 
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Columbia Chronicle Editorials 
States should snuff out smoking in public 
The progression of springt ime can be 
direct ly measured by the number ofsmok· 
ers standing in front of 623 S. Wabash 
Ave. And, as the weather wi ll get continu-
ously warmer in the upcoming weeks, it 
wi ll become imposs ible to enter any of 
Co lumbia's buildings w ithout suck'jng 
down huge amounts of smoke. 
What, exactly, is the dr ive to smoke , 
anyway? It makes everyth ing smell foul, 
it's expensive and it could kill you. But , 
there's got to be .some sort of appeal, or 
else, jo ining the smoking bandwagon 
wouldn't seem so attract ive to the masses 
of people . 
According to the American Heart 
Assoc iation, "An estimated 26 million 
men -(25.7 percent ) and 22.7 million 
womcn (2 1 percent) are smokers." 
According to its webs ite, these smokers 
"are at higher ri sk of heart attack and 
stroke" Ihan people who don 't pick up the 
nasty habit. 
Not only does this add ict ion harm the 
people who inhale the smoke, but it puts 
those who simply happen to be around it 
at ri sk as wel l. And with the millions of 
people who smoke nowadays, it's virtual-
ly imposs ible to dodge the fumes of death. 
The Amer ican Heart Assoc iat ion 
slates, "about 37,000 to 40,000 people die 
from heart and blood vesse l di sease 
caused by olher people's smoke each year. 
Of these, about 35,000 nonsmokers die 
from coronary ·heart di sease, which 
includes heart attack." 
Skokie's geographical boundaries. Such 
an action would completely eliminate the 
smoking sections for restaurants and dis-
pel that terribly annoying haze of smoke 
from bars and clubs for good. 
Of course, th is didn ' t go over so well 
with the cluster of smokers in Skokie. It 
espec ially bothered business owners, 
though-the people who would be finan-
cially affected by the change. 
The major concern was that the ban 
would drive the customers who do smoke 
away from local bus inesses in favor of 
places located just miles away that don't 
enforce nonsmoking laws. As the econo-
my continues to falter, this concern is of 
particu larl y great importance. 
So, last week, Skokie put the smoking 
kick on the back burner like so many other 
cit ies and people throughout the country. 
The following weeks will be used to allow 
business owners and loca l residents to 
voice the ir feelings on the ban. 
Perhaps Skokie should take a lesson 
from California who initiated its own 
smoking ban in 1994. The Delaware News 
Journal reported that a California 
Department of Hea.lth Services study 
revea led that the· acceptance of the ban 
actually increased by 2000. According to 
the study, 73 percent of bar patrons 
encouraged the ban in 2000 as opposed to 
59 percent in 1998. 
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that doesn't want to subject themselves to 
that kind of ri sk, there isn't much of an 
option. Does it mean that nonsmokers 
should have to rearrange the ir schedules 
around those who choose to smoke in pub-
lic places? 
Of course, businesses did stagger in 
California at first, but they adapted. They 
learned how to cope with the idea that 
some people weren't willing to give up 
their smoking privileges in public places 
for the sake of someone else 's health. And, 
in the end, the residents even began to 
accept the change. 
Come back to reality, high school is over 
It shouldn ' t. And someone is "finally 
speak ing up about it. 
Last month , the village of Skok ie 
decided to prompt a no-smoking ban that 
would forbid indi viduals to smoke in any 
pub li c place, wh ich includes bars within 
The answer to Skokie's problem is, in 
essence, a statewide ban. If someone in 
mid-state Illinois wanted to drive a couple 
hours out of their way each weekend to 
smoke with their friends at some bar in 
Wisconsin, the Chronicle wishes them 
well. But they wi ll most likely be in the 
minority. 
Nicor inflames ... liar, liar, pants on fire 
In another one of those corrupted com-
pany "questionable accounting methods" 
situations that have been cropping up lately, 
Cook County and the Illinois Commerce 
Commission have demanded Nicor, the 
suburban gas supplier for more than 45 
years, return $27 million to the ICC. Coo'k 
County state's attorneys and lawyers for the 
ICC said Nicor didn ' t disclose that it would 
be using cheap stockpi les of gas from the 
1950s when it was awarded the money, in 
effect lying to get the cash. 
Nicor's response? 
We didn't lie. You just didn ' t ask the 
right questions. 
In a rapidly evolving ethical climate, 
students at Columbia could somehow use 
Nicor's reasoning to their advantage. 
For instance, when your parents call and 
ask if you'll be going out on a school night, 
it's OK to say no if you're planning on stay-
ing in to host an underage kegger in your 
donn. If they complain after they have to 
dri ve five houis to pick you up from jail , 
politely remind them that they did not ask 
the right question. 
When your teacher asks if you've fin-
ished your final project, you can say yes, 
even if you've only finished deciding what 
your final project would be. If your teacher 
then complains that you should have known 
what she was asking, feel free to use the 
exact words of John Rooney, a Nicor 
lawyer: 
"We are not required to divine the intent 
[of the question], nor are we required to 
divine the spirit of the question." The royal 
"we" works particularly well with history 
teachers, we have found. 
If a police officer stops and asks you if 
you were going to use that spray-paint can 
you' re holding to deface the 600 S. 
Michigan Ave. building, you may say no, 
because you were intending to head for the 
1104 S. Wabash Ave. building. "It's fine," 
you can tell him in the squad car, "Nicor 
started it." 
All joking aside, this is another example 
of the erosion of ethical judgment in corpo-
rate America. As students, we are taught to 
adhere to the rigorous strictures of ethical 
behavior in our chosen fields. 
We are told not to plagiarize and to keep 
the ideas of others sacrosanct. Yet literary 
bigwigs like Stephen Ambrose and Doris 
Kearns Goodwin have been accused-with 
some evidence--of plagiarizing works that 
have later gone on to great popular and crit-
ical successes. What kind of lesson is that? 
In journalism, we are told not to involve 
ourselves with our sources, to keep objec-
tivity. Yet look around and see that many 
journalists have taken to bedding (also 
called embedding) themselves with troops 
in Iraq. The successful anchors and com-
mentators like Chris Matthews and Bill 
O ' Reilly have made a career of skewing the 
news. How are we to take that? 
Nicor's defense stands as another step 
on the slippery slope toward monil ambigu-
ity. It will be hard to teach the young to hold 
themselves to a standard that professional 
' adults shrug off with such ease. Will we 
even continue to try? 
By Greg Feltes 
Northern Star (Northern Illinois U.) 
(V-WIRE) DEKALB, ilL-News 
flash: The past isn't all it 's cracked up 
to be, and nigh school isn't go ing to be 
the peak of your life. 
Although this statement should be 
obvious, I have noticed a disturbing 
trend of people mentally escaping to 
their pasts whenever things get the 
least bit difficult. 
It all started innocently enough. 
I first noticed it because of my 
roommate's growing obsession with 
VHl 's "I Love The '80s." This insidi-
ous program has D-list celebrities pon-
tificating on long dead fads, such as 
sitcoms starring Brooke Shields. I 
made him quit cold turkey when he 
started mumbling the "Charles In 
Charge" theme song in his sleep. Next, 
a friend of mine swore off his cell 
phone because he got tired of being so 
reachable. He apparently longed for a 
simpler life of never having an idea of 
what is going on. 
The last straw was my best friend's 
recent instant messenger away mes-
sage that exemplifies the worst part of 
the trend. It read: 
" I miss the good old times. [ miss 
hanging with my friends, thinking we 
were cool. I miss lunch period and get-
ting fake doctor's notes to get out of 
water polo. I miss Lindsey Rich. In 
short, I miss high schooL" 
You don't need to know whom 
Lindsey Rich is to get the brunt of the 
message. (Guys, she is that one girl 
who drove you absolutely crazy and 
could see through all your crap and turn 
the darkest heart mellow yellow. Girls, 
you hated her for the same .reasons.) 
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All you need to know is my fris n.d 
recently suffered heartbreak and hiS 
first instinct was to long for his high 
school days. 
It's not an uncommon feelin g. 
There are an inordinate number of 
guys around campus with g irlfriends 
st ill in high school. I am almost certain 
it's not because they desperately want 
to attend another prom. Many of my 
friends talk long ingly of high school 
when they are down. They romanticize 
it as a place where teachers supposed-
ly cared and everyone knew your 
name. 
Well, wake up. High school was 
not an episode of "Cheers." It was full 
of the same backstabbing social poli-
tics, bitter rumor-mongering and inane 
bureaucratic mumbo jumbo pervasive 
in our lives today. 
I am willing to bet that if high 
school was the happiest time of your 
life that you are a loser-you might as 
well as move back in with your parents 
right now. 
To the sufferers of this syndrome, I 
hereby deem them Students Against 
Reality Syndrome, or SARS. Wait, 
that's already taken. 
Everything that's in the past is just 
that-in the past. It 's hard enough to 
focus on the present, let alone the 
future. 
So in the words of the philosopher 
Garth Algar (Waynes World): "Live in 
the now man." Stop dwelling on high 
school and its various intricacies. 
That's what high school reunions and 
the inevitable "I love the '90s" spe-
cials are for. 
And by the way, high school was 
the happiest time of my life . Always 
will be. 
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Make way for conservative crusade in Iraq 
Adam J. Ferlngton 
Assistant Commentary Editor 
This is a bad week for America, but 
that goes without saying. 
. We'~e had nothing but mad, odd, 
frightening days for the past four weeks. 
Cruel fate is baring its teeth, sharpening 
them as we slowly drop OUT defenses, 
looking for a soft spot to sink into . 
The war is all but over. The only thing 
left to do is clean up the party favors and 
get the hell out-let the new tenants deal 
with the mess. It was short and messy: The 
international equivalent of two blind men 
having a knife fight in a phone booth. And 
as for the oil magnates, the terrible infants 
of the American political system fight over 
the substantial bones of Iraqi oil reserves. 
But in the aftermath of this war, some 
neo·conservative pundits are preparing to 
launch a new crusade. 
Dr. Charles Stanley, former two-time 
pres ident of the Southern Baptist 
Convention, close ally of Jerry Falwell and 
Pat Robertson, and supporter of the Bush L-_'-----'''''''''''=__ 
fam il y is gearing up his Christ ian soldiers 
to head into Iraq to attend to the "spiritual 
needs" of the Iraqi people. 
Stanley, current pastor of Atlanta's First 
Baptist Church and founder of In Touch 
Ministries, which broadcasts worldwide in 
30 languages, was an original board mem-
ber of Falwell's Moral Majority, as well as 
a leading supporter of George W. Bush's 
2000 campaign. 
Not content for people ha lfway across 
the globe to have the option of switching 
off his proselytizing, Samaritan's Purse, 
the outreach wing offn Touch, is current ly 
readying itself for an excursion into war 
to rn Baghdad. As referenced on its website 
(www.intouch.org), In Touch refers to the 
Iraqi area of the Middle East as the "'0/40 
Window ... a 10-by-40 degree area north of 
the equator [which] houses the majority of 
the world's people who have not heard the 
Gospel of Jesus Christ in their language. 
These people ... are in desperate need of the 
Trutn." , 
Missionaries in the Middle East are 
nothing new; various organizations, both 
interfaith as well as tradit ional Southern 
Baptists have been working there fo r years, 
lecturing as we ll as setti ng up hosp itals and 
settlements. In addition, there are an est i-
mated 14 to 16 mi ll ion Christians stretched 
across ~he meridian of Arabic nat ions, from 
Lebanon to Saudi Arabia. 
However, Stanley 's message seems less 
to be one of hope than a move to consoli -
date and increase his power, which seems 
eerily rem iniscent of the marches east in 
the 14th century. There may not be any 
swords gleaming in the sun or banners 
flapping in the wind, but Stanley's intent is 
all the same. Accord ing to Don Black, vice 
president of communications at In Touch, 
"The opportunity for broadcast expansion 
in postwar Iraq is phenomenal. It would be 
one of our goals to be ab le to have a plat-
form to tell the truth as we understand it, as 
any communicator should have the right to 
do." 
This does not bode we ll for the region. 
At a time when establishing di plomat ic 
relations and a foundat ion of trust is imper-
ative, the arrogance of Stanley and his ilk 
threaten to undermine the already tenuous 
stabi lity of the region. 
Far be it from changing the minds of 
extremists; zealots who embark upon a 
violent excursion down life's path are best 
dealt with bullets. But fo r Iraqi citizens 
whose exposure to Western culture and 
ideas has been less than comprehens ive , 
the appearance of smi ling Southerners who 
eagerly shout from the Bible are likely to 
be less than welcome. 
But the fac t that most Iraq is are secure 
in their fa ith, whatever it may be, is put 
aside. The last thing they need is someone 
to resurrect the archa ic principles that have 
cleaved the region down the middle. It 
smacks of sanctimony, nasty and haughty, 
and has the clumsy over-handed effect of 
apply ing leeches to a head wound victim. 
Keep in mind, this is someone who is 
good chums with the likes of Jerry Falwell, 
whose diarrheic ramb li ngs can be summed 
up with such gems as: 
"When I said during my presidential 
bid that I ,,!ould only bring Christians and 
Jews into the government, , hit a 
firestorm . 'What do you mean? ' the media 
challenged me. ' You' re not go ing to br ing 
atheists into the government? How dare 
you maintain that those who bel ieve the 
Judeo-Christian values are better quali fied 
to govern America than Hind us and 
Musl ims?' My simple answer is, 'Yes, 
they are. '" 
In any case, Stanley will most likely 
get his wish-the Bush admin ist rat ion 
remains predictably silent on such issues. 
There are no laws prohibiti ng people like 
Stanley from spreading their ideas over-
seas, no matter how poisonous. Nor should 
there be. But he shouldn' t be surprised if 
he receives a chilly reception upon arriva l. 
The Beast may slouch toward Bethlehem 
waiting to be born , but that doesn ' t mean 
it will .be welcome. 
Is third time the charm for Jordan? 
By Emily Smith 
Commentary Editor 
Michael Jordan is retiring .. again I 
can 'I help but think of the old story of the 
boy who cried wolf. Sure, this may fi nally 
be it, but I wonder how many people really 
care anymore. By quitt ing, coming back, 
quitting and coming back so many times, it's 
not big news anymore. 
He should have left when he was still on 
top. Oh, right, he did. OK, let me rephrase 
that: He should have never come back. 
For those not familiar with the sports 
realm, Jordan's stint can be compared to the 
TV show "Friends." They should have gone 
off the air a while ago when they still had 
high rati ngs and a respected reputation. 
Now, they drag. They are running out of 
material and, let's face it, most people tune 
in Thursday nights for "Will and Grace" and 
"ER." 
As opposed to Jordan's following when 
he played for the Bulls, his fan numbers 
have drasticalJy diminished as a member of 
the Washington Wizards. He doesn 't grace 
th~ sports pages as often, hasn't' made a 
movie in years (thank God) and his endorse-
ments are quite thin these days. 
But in light of his third and supposed 
final retirement, Nike has brought back 
some of his old commercials. They proba-
bly made the decision to campaign his 
retirement and milk it for every penny they 
can. It's a pretty pathetic attempt, though. 
It 's more of a reminder of how far Jordan 
has fallen. Poor guy. 
There is no question as to his talent; He 
is arguably the best basketball player of all 
time. 
He helped us here in Chicago by build-
ing the Bulls dynasty. During 1984, his first 
season, he was named Rookie of the Year. It 
wasn't long before he was breaking records 
and giving legends like Wilt Chamberlain a 
run for their money. He led the Bulls to their 
fi rst NBA championship title in 199 1, along 
with two more before retiring in 1993. 
In 1994, he signed a minor league con-
tract with the Chicago White Sox of the 
American League. I won't dwe ll on what a 
mistake that was. He was the king of the 
basketbal l court; he couldn't possibly gener-
ate that persona anywhere else, especially 
not in a sport tnat he wasn't that great at. I 
lost a lot of respect fo r him with that move. 
It's like Madonna trying to switch to 
heavy metal. She would still have a follow-
ing because, well , she's Madonna, but it 
wouldn't be the same. 
Thankfully, Jordan realized his own mis-
take. Longing for the value he had brought 
10 basketball, he scratched his retirement 
and resigned with the Bulls in 1994. After 
three more championship wins and several 
MVP trophies, he made it clear that he had 
not lost his magic. He proved that, indeed, 
there was no one else like Mike. 
In 1998, he decided to leave-again-
while he was on top. Although he had 
already retired once, he ~ained enough 
respect during his second stretch with the 
Bulls to leave with a comparable bang. 
But, apparently, he had too much love 
fo r the game. Too much, in fact, to realize 
how much of a mistake it was to return to 
basketball a third time. The Bulls didn't 
want him. Sure, sure, there were political 
and financ ial reasons he went to the 
Wizards, but I think the Bulls were just too 
discomfited. 
So, Jordan signed with the Wizards in 
200 1 and put on his old No. 23 in hopes that 
everything would be as it once was. But it 
wasn't. Not even close. He led the team in 
scoring, but that wasn't hard to do. It's the 
Wizards, after al l. 
So, now that two seasons have gone by 
pretty much unnoticed, Jordan threw his 
last shots on Apri l 16 against the 
Philadelphia 76ers. Jordan scored a total of 
15 points in the 107-87 Wizard loss. What 
a way to go out. 
"Now it's time for me to move on," 
Jordan sa id after the game. '" have given 
everything I could to the game. It's time. I 
know it. I feel it." Just like he felt it the 
first two times? 
I don 't mean to downplay the legacy 
that is Michael Jordan. But, it's a shame 
that he didn ' t know when to let the game 
go. " I'm a guy who loved the game," 
Jordan sa id April 16. "Love is a very del-
icate thing. Once you love it, you never 
loose the love. You never know when you 
can walk away." 
Apparently not. 
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COWMBIA'SVOICES 
Erroneous editorials 
In the Chronicle 
A couple of things in reference to the 
April 21 issue of the Chronicle: 
1) In the editorial on the choosing of 
the three undergraduate deans, you've 
got your facts wrong. I was the chair of 
the search committee for the dean of fine 
and performing arts. A search was indeed 
conducted. Ads were placed and we 
reviewed about 60 applications for the 
job. including one from Leonard Lehrer, 
the then acting dean. We chose the most 
promising ones and conducted confer-
ence phone interviews with them. Upon 
completion of those interviews, we 
decided unanimously that Leonard 
Lehrer was so far ahead of the others in 
terms of his qualifications for the job. 
that it was pointless to go to the expense 
of both time and money by bringing the 
other candidates in for a public presenta-
tion. There \\-'ere also searches held for 
the other two undergraduate dean pasi· 
tions. and in both of those cases there 
were other candidates besides the acting 
deans thought to be worth further consid· 
tration beyond the phone interviews. 
They were brought in to make presenta-
tions. after which the search committees 
chose the acting deans. not because they 
were the acting deans. but because they 
were best qualified for the jobs. 
2) As artistic consultant to The 
Socond City. I am. of course. pleased that 
Emily Smith liked the new mainstage 
show. It proves to me that the show 
appcaJs to the audience it was intended 
for. rather than to the two (older) metro-
politan newspaper critics who only sort 
of liked iL (I suspe<:t the Reader critic 
... ·on·t have liked it too much either. Most 
of their critics .seem duty bound to put 
do'A-n sketch comedy shows as compared 
to (',"('n ings of impro .. •. as if the ""'0 were 
compMable .and nOi apples and oranges.) 
However. I have ~ couple of problems 
... ith Ms. Smith·s re .. ·icw. She refers to 
the show !Oe-,ua) times as .J. play. II's not. 
Il's ~ ~vue ; a series of mostly uncon· 
nected scenes. blackouts. musical nurn· 
bren. etc.. If M.s. Smith wants to be • crit· 
ic. she should learn to distinguish 
between theatrical genres. Abo, tho!'s 
_ the cuding of the sce"" between the 
e~-COQ and the Yount! woman looking for 
• roommak. I'm sJad it·, _ the cuding. 
by the way. since just as a cri1ic. never 
gives ~way the cndina of a play. movie or 
noveL sbc oJso st-Id,'-t give away the 
cudinp or ~ Ketches Of of a stand-
ups >1Gria and joI<n. S,ill. I'm glad sbc 
liked the >how. 
slIc ... r_lU. 
CWr!T-...e, Depart.c •• 
Senior Seminar 
Inflames senlorltls 
Georgia Evdoxiadis' April 21 column 
was priceless. Of course, had she done just 
a little more research, she would 've 
learned that the majority, if not all, of the 
Senior Seminar classes are taught in win-
dowless rooms. So, sadly, there is no 
option to space out in lieu of pretending to 
relate with your classmates. 
Therefore. the course is even more 
adept in teaching us what to expect when 
we graduate: a future of being forced to 
do things we don't want to do in order to 
fill the pocketbooks of people who 
couldn't possibly care less about us in 
the long run. 
Yeah, yeah, I know I'm cynical and 
jaded, but what real service does spend-
ing one day volunteering or doing one of 
the even more nonsensical "bake brown-
ies for strangers" type of projects actual-
ly give the community? 
Don' t get me wrong. I think the idea 
behind Senior Seminar is an .admirable 
one. But Evdoxiadis hits the nail on the 
head when she suggests that the only 
effective way to learn the lessons the 
course attempts to teach is to live the les~ 
sons, not to discuss them with a group of 
your equally apathetic and inexperienced 
peers. 
I, for one, find it amusing to be 
taugh' about the "real world" by a guy 
two years younger than I, who has 
already had the good fortune to have had 
two books published. But pardon me if I 
don't find his experience terribly repre-
sentative of what most future Columbia 
graduates should expect. But the part 
where I'm fon:ed to pay nearly $1 ,500 
for the privilege? Now that's pretty 
damn real. 
LiD PlnUeb 
SeaiorlMlClziae JournalislD 
Apologies from AII·4· 
One come late 
This is I bit late. but I just found it on 
the web (the Nov. 12, 2001 Chronicle 
editorial) . It is about AII ..... -One beinS on 
the Columbio noat. We arc sorry if you 
were offmdc:d by AII-4-Ooe on the noat 
We were .. ked to be on the noat. I guess 
because we are local and have been in 
the film and music industry. But we do 
apolosize. 
Tooy Borowiak 
R«lder/AJ~O.e .caber 
Columbia needs · 
student leadership 
As many of you may know, 2002-
2003 was the first year for the 
Columbia's Student Government 
Association. As the director of Student 
Leadership, I have witnessed firsthand 
many of the extraordinary accomplish-
ments the SGA has made thus far. As 
this has been a building year for this very 
new organization, they faced many chal-
lenges along the way, and have over-
come many of them. And now, as the 
SOA elections near, I wanted to take the 
opportunity to inform you of the impor-
tance of not only student leadership at 
Columbia, but also the importance of the 
SGA. Students at Columbia take leader-
ship positions on campus for a number of 
reasons. Some of these students become 
active because they would like to initiate 
change. Students start their own clubs 
and organizations while others join 
organizations throu,h their departments 
to better their skills and education. 
Many of these individuals attend confer-
ences and workshops, seminars and 
shows, and take pride in representing 
their college. Because of these opportu-
nities, the SOA takes pride in being stu-
dents at Columbia and would like to bet-
ter student life for future classes. It is a 
body of students that make things hap-
pen. 
A student leader at Columbia is a 
unique and diverse individual who has 
fun, enjoys leaming. and teaches others. 
I f you are a student with a passion for 
culture, art, sport. education, hobbies, 
politics, religion, film. communications 
or a number of other things, you too can 
be a student leader. 
Get involved! Join the Student 
Government Associa~on or a student 
organization and realize the ~portance 
of your role as a member of the 
Columbia community. 
Domiaic CoHoae 
Dlrecl.r .r St.deDt Leadenblp 
Congress In balance 
with the Constitution 
While I generolly refroin from dis-
c ... ina the detail. of the war, I m .. t 
refute John Duffy's ridiculous claim in 
hi. letter to the editor publi.hed in the 
April 2 1 issue of the Chronicle, that 
Conaress somehow ".ipd away the 
.y.tem of check. and balances" with 
their vote to luthorize fene in Iraq. If 
John really believes this. then Conaress 
has done .0 on hundreds of o<c .. lo05 
because the only times they offi(;ialJy 
invoked their power to "declare war" 
was for the War of 1812, the Mexican 
War, the Spanish~American War and the 
two World Wars. 
Con,ress has authorized military 
actions In other terms for decades, s\K:h 
as Korea being a "police action" and the 
Civil War being a "defensive measure." 
A small minority beUeves these actions 
were unconstitutional because they did 
not specify the action was a "war." 
On the other hand, I would certainly 
agree that it might be unconstitutional if 
the president just started to bomb a 
nation on his own and completely 
ignored Congress, or asked them to "rub-
ber stamp" it much later on. The odd 
thing is that the previous administration 
did this on many occasions, such as 
Kosovo in 1999 and even Iraq in 1998. I 
don't recall hearing a peep from current 
crop of "anti-war" protesters when those 
actions occurred. Perhaps they feel "uni-
lateral" and "pre-emptive" action is OK 
when a Democrat is in office, or honest-
ly believe Siobodan Milosevic was more 
of a threat to this country than Saddam 
Hussein. In any case, the attack on 
Kosovo lasted far longer than the one on 
Iraq, so that pretty much nullifies any 
claims than the strikes in ' 99 did not 
count as a ··war." 
However, several members of con-
gress did attempt to declare an official 
"state of war" during recent actions (two 
congressman during the Kosovo situa-
tion and, I believe, seven during the: War 
on Terrorism). For those who want to 
split legal hairs , please write to them. 
Rep. Ron Paul (R-Texas) is especially 
predisposed to this position. 
But for those who are genuinely 
"anti-war" and truly deplore the actions 
by Congress, I would simply suggest you 
condemn and work to defeat any mem-
ber of Congress who authorized the pres-
ident to take military action in Iraq. That 
means guys like Sen. John Kerry (O-
M .... ) and Gov. Rod Blagojevich will be 
on your target list. 
Bill M , Leubscbcr 
SeDlorlFilIII &: Vide. 
Correction 
In last week's Chronicle (April 21. 
2003) there were severaJ inocclnCies in 
our lood editorial. The Chronicle apolo-
gizes for misinterpreting the events doc-
umented in the editorial and repelS any 
concerns we may have caused. 
-TlIeodlton 
The Columbia Chronicle photo poll 
Qulll.r: Do you believe In magic? 
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Come meet industry professionals and get you questions answered 
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Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205. Wabash Building) and pick up a complimentary pass to 
attend a special showing of THE DANCER UPSTAIRS on Tuesday. April 29th at 7:30PM at the 
Loews Pipers Alley Theatres. 
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You're creative. You're talented. You use Adobe products. 
And you probably wouldn't mind a cash prize, free 
software, and an all-expense paid trip to Chicago to be 
lauded by design professionals and potential employers. 
Then enter the 2003 Adobe Design Achievement Awards 
this school year. All you have to do is complete a design 
project using Adobe products and then submit your 
entry for review by a panel of noted design professionals . 
.... OUR EHTR .... 
COULD BE llJORTH 
55000 
DEADLINE IllAY 15 
Individuals may enter projects in the following categories: 
Web Design, Time-based Media, Print, illustration, 
Photography, and Experimental Design. Groups may enter 
projects in these categories: Print Media and Digital 
Media. 
For more information, check out http://www.adobe.com/education 
or contact Patrick Filler, Adobe Student Rep (pfadobe@22salt.com) 
Do you drool 
over HTMl? 
- - -- - .-. . 
", ' ! '" ~
,,'In 
. 
---. ' . . . 
We're looking for a talented and creative individual with a desire 
to work as a webmaster or an assistant webmaster at the 
award-winning Columbia Chronicle. These students will work 
together to design and maintain the Columbia Chronicle Online 
and must know HTML, Dreamweaver, Flash, Fireworks, 
Photoshop and be able to upload content to the internet via 
FTP. Excellent organizational and communication skills 
required. Call Chris Richert for more information at 312-344-
7432 or email him at crichert@colum.edu. Stop by the Columbia 
Chronicle office for an application. Wabash building, suite 205. 
Columbia Chronicle 17 
Confused? 
Make an appointment with your Faculty Advisor 
today! 
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40 Days at 
from a 
It all begins with t 
Wednesday, the ashes are 
Parish, 750 N. State St. ,. 
reminder of the mortality 
wilderness facing templat 
evident on Fridays during 
the cross. On Good Prida. 
and his crucifixion. Trave 
thousand people make SI4J 
crucifixion at Golgotha. ( 
rection of Christ after his 
April 28, 2003 
d 40 Nights: 
hes to resurrection 
the burning of !lie palms, on Shrove Tuesday. The following day, Ash 
spread onto the foreheads of catholic parishioners at Holy Name Cathedral 
ashes, spread in the shape of the cross, are a visible penance and serve as a 
Olan. Following are 40 days commemorating Jesus' time spent in the 
and fasting, which constitute the season of Lent. The fasting is most 
when Catholics eat no meat in memory of Jesus Christ's suffering on 
resi.denlts of Chicago's Pilsen neighborhood recreate the final walk of Christ 
west along 18th Street from Halsted Street to Damen Avenue, several 
along the way to remember the stations of the cross, Christ's walk to his 
Easter Sunday, three days later, Lent ends in the celebration of the resUf-
crucifixion. 
Photo Essay by Alex Kedler 
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Nihilist punk 
band vs. 
Evergladian 
'Skunk Ape' 
By Mallia Dulmovlc 
Staff Writer 
. Skunk Ape!?, is a dark comedy 
with elements of gore-a cartoon-
ish spoof on horror films. But 
where else can YOll see a body 
thrown off the Chicago bridge, a 
decapitation of a wanna-be punk 
rocker who is really a wanna-be 
diva and spicy chorizo sausage as 
the intestines of a drummer in a 
punk band? 
Written and directed by two 
Columbia alumni who just happen 
to be brothers, Skunk Ape!? is a 
film centered loosely around an 
urban legend featuring, well, a 
skunk ape. The film, by Man and 
Greg Brookens, was screened on 
April 21 at the !-Iokin Theater, 623 
S. Wabash Ave. 
Skunk Ape!? is a film about a 
noisy punk band in the 
Everglades, Fla. and the legend 
of a hairy Big Foot-like beast that 
muti lates humans, known as the 
skunk ape. 
When the trio hears the story of 
the beast, instead of being wary, 
they decide to test the legend by 
playing rigid ly intense and thun-
derously loud music. 
The sk,.mk ape pays them a 
visit that sends the group off ter-
rified and headed to the safety of 
Chicagb. 
But behind the bright lights of 
the city's skyscrapers lurks the 
mysterious ape that stalks the 
band because they have awak-
ened it. 
Many of the scenes in Skunk 
Ape!? were shot on the streets of 
Chicago. Featuring stunts, a 
chase scene and a fake body 
being thrown off the Chicago 
Bridge, the filmmakers worked 
relentlessly to get the right shots 
into the film. 
" I was willing to get arrested to 
get the shot," said Matt 
Brookens, 26, referring to the 
scene at the bridge. 
Steve Albertson, the assistant 
director of Skunk Ape!?, 
describes the film' as "a rock'n' 
roll kind of film" because of its 
fast pace and attitude. Albertson, 
whose duties fo r the film includ-
ed lighting and organizing the 
shoot dates, is also a Columbia 
graduate. 
Unlike most of the actors in the 
film, 1. Scott, 25, who plays the 
part of Pig, the punk drummer 
with the tasty intestines, did not 
attend Colwnbia. Scott is a shock 
perfonnance artist and a vocaJist in 
a band called Nihilist GELD, who 
majored in classicaJ literature in 
college. He said he heard about the 
film through audition fliers he saw 
at a bar, but he almost didn't get 
the part in the film because of his 
appearance and his brashness. 
" I'm scary and intense," Scott 
said. He has 14 tattoos and the 
only hair on his head is his gray-
ish-blue bangs. "I'm the biggest 
guy [on the crew] and I'm loud 
and abrasive," he said. 
Also included in the fi lm is Matt 
and Greg's mother, Connie 
Brookens, (like Scott she is not a 
Columbia graduate}-she has a 
brief cameo. 
She said her sons make better 
movies now than when they were 
6 years old. But she said that 
"[Now] I love them." 
See Skunk Ape, Page 27 
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(Above from left to right) Christian Norcross' 'Cube Eccentricity/ Theodore Penn's 'Origami Sonobi Cube' and Yuki Kato's 'Flower Ball' ar~ all 
part of 'The Art of Science and Math,' running through May in the Hokin Annex Gallery. (Below) Hilary Steffens looks at Bozhera Vistman's 
'Nostalgie-Chemical Toning' and Likalee Tamay's 'Qc Robot.' 
Exhibit links 
math, science 
By Lisa Jackson 
Contributing Writer 
"The An of Science and Math" is an 
intellectual bridge between three sepa-
rate and distinct disc iplines-art, sc i· 
ence and math. 
"It is a left brain meets right brain 
approach," said the exhibit's curator 
Pan Papacosta, a facu lty member in the 
Science and Math Department at 
Columbia. 
The exhibit, which runs through May 
8 in the Hokin Annex Gallery, 623 S. 
Wabash Ave., culled works from stu-
dents enrolled in science and math 
classes. For the last eight years, stu-
dents in the classes have been required 
to do an assignment that incorporates 
the application of artistic skill s to the 
curriculum. 
"We try to relate math and sc ience 
courses to majors," said Ann Hanson, a 
mathematics instructor at Columbia. 
" It makes sc ience and math more useful 
and meaningful to students." 
Some of the courses that combine art 
and science aesthetics include Science 
. of Art and Color, Mathematics in Art 
and Nature, Physics of Dance and The 
Science of Acoustics. 
Projects in the exhibit included 
choreographed and performed con-
cepts, such as relativity or cosmological 
theories by dance majors and short 
fil ms about the horrors of nuclear 
weapons by film majors. Students even 
created short stories, music composi-
tions and animations, a ll express ing a 
concept of the course. 
"We just can't present all fonns. 
Some of them were truly magnificent, 
but there was just no way to exhibit 
them," Papacosta said. 
Mariko Koike, a junior fine arts 
major, is one of two, third place winners 
See Science Art, Page 27 
Graphic designer's trademarks have lots of 'Hart' 
By Michael Hlrtzer 
A&E Editor 
Jim Lienhart's personal trade-
mark is simply a broad li ne 
placed on top of a heart. It's a 
suitable icon for Lienhart , a 
graphic designer and Columbia 
instructor. 
Wednesday, . April 23, 
Lienhart displayed a number of 
his sleek and simple designs, 
including several variations of 
his personal trademark, at Art 
Talks, a lecture series organized 
by Columbia'.) Art and Design 
Department. 
During his slide presentation, 
Lienhart showed several other 
trademarks he designed for enti-
ties like Ch icago Public 
Te lev ision, the Co llege of 
Dupage and Heritage Bank. 
For his branding of the Dena li 
Asset Management trading 
advisory firm, Lienhart 
designed a white and red logo 
inspired by Alaska's Denali 
National Park, home of North 
America's highest mountain, 
Mount McKinley. 
Lienhart said he originally 
wanted to be an engineer and 
study at the University of 
Nebraska until he took an apti-
tude test that said he ' d be better 
as an artist. He then studied for 
four years at the Kansas City Art 
Institute, studying fine arts his 
first three years and design dur-
ing his last. 
In a brief interview after his 
talk, Lienhart, 67, said there 
were more opportunities in the 
design field when he entered the 
industry. He said his portfolio 
wouldn't necessaril y be suffi-
cient in today's economy. 
"I took a portfolio that was 
the worst portfolio anyone ever 
could imagine. 1 had watercolor 
paintings, litho stones, I had 
woodcuts, it was ridiculous," 
Lienhart said. "Then 1 finally 
understood what was going on 
with developing strategies and 
understanding business. 
"There were just more oppor-
tunities because there were less 
people in the field," he added. 
Asked his advice for students 
seeking jobs, Lienhart said: 
"You have to go to the business-
es and find out what they're 
doing. You have to take some of 
your work and get an informa-
tional interview ahead of time 
and then join the student 
[American Institute of Graphic 
Arts] and start going to all of 
See Lienhart, Page 27 
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Old-School roots with flavor Cultures, talent 
collide in excellence 
o Family Tree serves variety to Big Mouth/Open Mic Night 
By Stephanie Sarto 
Assistant A&E Editor 
The Fam il y Tree wrapped up the academ-
ic year 's Big Mouth series w ith a perfor-
mance at the I-Jerman D. Conaway 
M ulti cu ltu ra l Center on Apr il 24. As 
expected, they brought some of that "old-
school" flavor, batt le rhy mes inc luded . 
Th is "fam ily" can be described in one 
word-flavor, which co incidenta lly is the 
title of one of the featured tracks on their 
latest a lbum, Tree House Rock. The Fami ly 
Tree cons ists of Mr. Greenweedz, Rita J., 
Tone 8., All Natura l, Daily Plannet, and 
lomos Marad. Each artist had his or her 
own solo project go ing on before the incep-
tion of The Family Tree. Fans of Liqu id 
Soul may remember Mr. Greenweedz from 
the now disbanded local sou l/ funk group. 
" Family Tree is just a group to he lp 
expose the indiv idual{s) so when they go 
off to do their own thing they already have 
establi shed a name," Tone B. explained. 
A ll of The Family Tree members have 
some sort of connection to Columbia. 
Odd ly enough, none of them met in class, 
even though Mr. Greenweedz and lomos 
Marad actually had a class together. 
"I hC\d no idea that he was the lomos 
Marad and he didn 't know that I was the 
Mr. Greenweedz," sa id Mr. Greenweedz. 
"We definite ly knew about each other, but 
we were the only two people [in the class] 
that were like trying to get in the mus ic 
industry." 
Other group members met whi le net-
working at hip-hop funct ions at Lower 
Links in the early '90s. 
Tree House Rock is The Family Tree 's 
th ird a lbum. In 2001 , they re leased two 
EPs, Planting Seeds and the viny l-on ly A 
Close Knit Family . The group's fi rst LP 
shows the dive rs ity of the group and the 
ideas that influence them. 
" I'd li ke peop le to see a vari ety, although 
we' re rea ll y di ffe rent, we come together 
and still make something cohes ive," Marad 
said . 
With mellow, funky trac ks like " Blow the 
Spot" the flow switches to a rugged hard-
core track li ke " Spit It, I am." Rita J. ba l-
ances out the testosterone level o f the group 
on tracks like "Simple Wo rds." Her rhymes 
are smooth and drawn from experience. 
The difference between Family Tree and 
Concert Review 
Joe Sauceda/Chronicle 
Lyricist Mr. Greenweedz (left) gets the audience pumped with his 
style and energy at Big Mouth on April 24 at Herman D. Conaway 
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. 
other ly ric ists that are hot 
right now, is the message por-
trayed in the ir music. The 
lyrics are raw, edgy and defi -
ni te ly catchy. And they don't 
have to use" the f-word to get 
their message ac ross. 
"Well mainstream, I don ' t 
pay much atte ntion to it. I 
mean, they 're making money. 
They're popular. It 's not my 
cup of tea, it's kind of redun-
dant," Tone B . said . 
The Family Tree is the 
complete package--o rig inal 
sounds, lyrics and sty le. "We 
kee p the tradit ion, we can 
w rite and we can rock," 
Marad said . 
T he ne w album, Tree 
House Rock.' i"s set ' for re'lease 
on May 6 and the group wi 11 
be at Tower Records on May 
10 to promote their newest 
release . The group also per-
forms once a month at the 
HotHouse, 31 E. Ba lbo 
Drive, for those who can' t get 
enough of this ly rically cre-
at ive and energet ic "family." 
o Columbia hosts night of talent 
By Jay Goldlust 
Staff Writer 
Perhaps due to the start 
o f Passove r o n April \ 6 , 
Co lumbia's internat io nal 
studen t program, Between 
2 C ul tu res, drew a rathe r 
undersize d crowd. 
Nevertheless, it was an 
enjoyable event, he ld at the 
Dance Cente r of Columbia 
College, 1306 S. Mich igan 
Ave. 
The event 's init ia l light 
and comica l atmosphere 
was encouraged by the host 
K im Jean , a public rela-
tions majo r from the S1. 
Lucia Island. He r amus ing 
sht ick, matched with her 
strong Car ibbean accent 
so licited a laugh now and 
then. 
The opening act was the 
Columb ia College Vocal 
Jazz Ensemble, wh ich con-
sisted of about a dozen 
peop le perform ing the jazz 
stap le, "On a C lear Day." 
But, just because it 's a 
c lassic doesn't mean it 's 
good . They sounded great, 
but catering to a college 
c rowd means kick ing the 
beat up a b it and the song 
was a b land choice. 
Next, Agn ies ka 
Jac hy mazy k, a Po li sh stu-
den t w ho spoke exce llent 
Eng lish , ranted poetica ll y 
about her insomnia. 
A II the I ig ht s we re turned 
off for the nex t pe rfor-
ma nce . Two 'huge "black 
li ght s g lowed w ith w hat 
seemed li ke mi les of w hite 
yarn swi rl ed in the center 
of the stage lo ng enoug h to 
smo ke a cigarette o r two . 
The deep, e ntra ncing tech-
no music play ing produced 
a ha ll uc inoge n ic effec t. 
Li kal ee Tamay, the per-
forme r, wrapped he rse lf in 
the yarn and dumped some 
li q uid o n herse l f. 
Howeve r, the da rk ness 
made it hard to see. It was 
a show-s topper- mo re p re-
cise ly, someone needed to 
stop her. 
After Tamay's piece, a 
more tradi t ional perfor-
mance was defi n itel y in 
o rder. And the c rowd was 
treated to the lyr ical sty ling 
and smooth guitar p lay ing 
of Jay Mkrtschjan . This 
kid can p lay and s ing, and 
he's got an album out. 
The highli ght of the 
even ing was a band called 
Chaos Prank United, T hey 
rocked the sound. The lead 
singer, 1·l iro Miyaji, a 
Japanese st udent with 
Kool-A id-red hair said he 's 
a "really s llcky s inger." 
Nowadays it doesn' t seem 
to matter. These g Ll ys arc 
great. C haos Prank Un ited 
is better than 90 percent of 
anything o n the radio. 
Plus, M iyaj i 's broken 
English g ives him edge and 
charm. They c losed their 
sel wi th a n incred ible funk 
vers ion of E lton John 's 
"T iny Dancer." 
Most of the acts afte r that 
were rea ll y out there, li ke 
the Japanese and Ge rman 
d uet of the A me rican c las-
sic "G ra nd father C lock. " 
T he re was also an in terprt!-
l ive da nce, w hic h seemed 
liked someth ing from some 
other dime ns ion. 
A sketch, " Why We Are" 
was so absurd it was enter-
taining. It was fo llow the 
leader, mee ts a hi larious 
improv j aunt. 
Th e show wrapped·up 
with a n IQdian dance p iece 
and at its he ight , a ll of the 
perfo rme rs rus hed the s tage 
a nd boogied down. 
Postal Service delivers more than Cex 
By Michael Hlrtler 
A&E Ed itor 
The Posta l Service , an e lectroni c pop 
tr io, makes dance music for kids w ith 
tight , worn-in jeans, thr ift sto re sweaters 
and mod ha ircut s . They're a house group 
fo r the indie rock crowd. 
The group's debut album, Give Up, 
was conce ived after elect ronic mus ic 
producer Jimmy Tamborello sta rted 
exchanging recordings through the mai l 
with Ben Gibbard, the lead singer and 
guitar ist fo r the indie band Death Cab fo r 
Cu tie . 
The result is a mi x of bubbly electron-
ic pulses, Jo-fi guit ar chords and b itter-
sweet voca ls. It's a record that's all about 
context ; it places the monotonous thump-
thump of dance music w ithin a tradition-
al rock song structure. 
It's a lso a record that trans lates into a 
sa tisfy ing live pe rformance, as is the case 
with their rece nt sold-out concert, Apr il 
23 at the Abbey Pub, 3420 W. Grace St. 
Accompanied by Jenny Lewis, the lead 
s inge r of Ri lo Ke lly, the Postal Service 
coasted through the major ity of the ir 
album and their fo ll ow-up EP, soon to be 
released on Sub-Pop Reco rds . 
Gibbard sang tende rl y on songs like 
"We Wi ll Become Silhouettes" and 
"Clark Gabe l. " He danced around, p layed 
the gu itar, maraca and tambourine , whi le 
Tamborello p layed the drums and his 
Mac intosh Power Book laptop. 
It was a brief performance, seeped in 
subtly, ri di ng the line between s ince rity 
and sap. 
The conce rt 's opener, Cex, o n the other 
hand , was a tad ove r the to p. Cex, w hose 
name is pronounced li ke sex, is some-
thing of an inte llige nt dance mus ic dar-
ling. At 2 1, he's a lready re leased severa l 
a lbums and perfo rms with Kid 606 and 
Gold Chains, w ho a re both members of 
the new 10M e lite . 
Rather than complementi ng the Postal 
Serv ice's unde rstated and me lancho ly 
sty le, Cex p layed an in-your-face set , 
rapping over heavy b reak beats. He 
eschewed his earlier, mo re mellow and 
melod ic instrumental materia l fo r songs 
off h is latest album, Being Ridden. 
Cex's vo ice is shrill and that's not to 
mention the fact that he was already 
scream ing . Aside from his last song, a 
freesty le, Cex sounded more like the 
Insane C lown Posse than fe llow g litch-
hopper Prefuse 73. 
Cex did have o ne shin ing moment 
w hen he perfor med hi s song "Ghost 
Rider," a tongue- in-c heek " Ruff Riders 
Anthem" for the whi te, pubescent subur-
ban crowd. 
His performance, aga in , was a ll about 
context. Had Cex not been o n the t ip of 
h ipster's to ngues fo r the las t coup le 
years, had he not been openi ng for the 
Postal Service, and had he not been 
sporti ng b lack platform shoes and a blue 
dress, his set probably wou ldn't have 
resulted in such acclaim . 
However, Cex wo n the crowd over 
from h is first sentence-he said he 
bought his dress from o ne of C hicago ' s 
seve ra l Unique Thr ift Store loca les. 
Alex KedlerfChronicle 
eex (center) won the crowd over with his cross-dressing, thrift store attire. He was the 
opening act for Postal Service at the Abbey Pub on April 23. 
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Weekly Horoscope (April 28- May 4) 
Libras breakthrough, loved ones breakdowl! 
By Lasha Seniuk 
Tribune News Service 
'Y' ArIes (March 21·Ap~120) 
Yesterday's .friends · or lovers may soon reappear and 
demand attention. Late Weonesday, many Aries natives 
wi ll begin a four·day period of intense nostalgic reflec-
tion. Romantic lessons and repeated social disappoint-
ment may be a strong theme. Ask loved ones for clarity 
and closely examine all powerful feelings. After Thursday 
a recent financial or business mistake will be easily cor-
rected. Study legal paperwork for revised permissions 
omitted facts and important details . • 
() Taurus (Aprl121·May 20) 
Late Monday. work officials, teachers or business part-
ners may assign special duties . Group accomplishment is 
now a key concern. Expect colleagues to rely heavily on 
predictable instructions and firm leadership. After 
Thursday a new relationship may arrive without warning 
and demand fast decisions. Over the next 16 days roman-
tic and social introductions will provide unique distrac-
tion. Avoid gossip. if possible, and discuss all new pro-
posals. with loved ones. 
IT Gemini (May 21·June 21) 
A balanced approach to workplace disputes is critical 
this week. Late Tuesday past restrictions in business pro-
jects or bothersome team disagreements wi ll require a fast 
response. Study minor details for new options or possible 
sources of insight. Over the next few days others will 
respond positive ly to creative solutions or renewed opti. 
mism. After Friday discuss all practical decisions with 
loved ones. New obligations. long-term debts or legal 
restrictions may soon arrive. 
§ Cancer (June 22·July 22) 
Business information may be changeable this week. 
Early Tuesday. expect work officials or key partners to 
reverse their previous instructions or polic ies. Remain 
cautious. however. Althpugh changing rules are 
announced. duties will soon revert to nonnal. After Friday 
social discussions will be highly revealing. Expect a long-
term friend to openly discuss new plans, romantic attrac· 
lions or fart;l~y changes. Offer consisten.t support. There 's 
much to consider. 
<Sl Leo (July 23·Au," 22) 
Work demands will soon increase. Over the next few 
days practical decisions, money obligations or business 
relationships may become complex. Key issues involve 
timing, newly released infonnation or detailed records 
and procedures. Attend quickly to minor tasks. Others 
now expect an end to disorganized projects. After Friday 
discuss recent social or romantic events with friends. 
Someone close may need advice or group approval. Stay 
open to controversial ideals. 
TI} Virgo (Au," 23·Sepl 22) 
Romance and long-term love affairs will now captivate 
extra time and attention. Over the next four days deep 
emotions will surface. Many Virgos will now rekindle 
fading attractions or find new love with romantic partners. 
Expect hesitation to vanish and watch new relationships 
carefully for important gains. Later this week financial 
increase is likely. Fresh work proposals will be slow but 
rewarding. Authority figures may issue complex instruc-
tions. Respond with enthusiasm. 
f!, Ubra (Sept. 23-Gcl 23) 
Money restrictions and business limitations will now 
ease. Over the next few days expect past obligations or 
short-term contracts to change. Some Libras wi ll now 
begin several weeks of increased financial security. 
Sudden breakthroughs are possible: remain attentive. 
After midweek a friend may overreact to new romantic 
information or family stress. Offer guidance or soothing 
words. Loved ones will need your social support and con-
tinuing empathy. 
l1\. Scorpio (Dcl 24-NOY. 21) 
Social gossip and quickly changing romantic informa-
tion is on the agenda this week. Late Tuesday watch for a 
close friend or loved one to reveal unexpected emotions. 
Key areas of concern may involve hidden attractions. fast 
family changes or unreali stic financial promises. Over the 
next few days. key relationships will be complex and 
revealing. Remain quietly detached. if possible. Common 
goals and group hannony will soon be re-established. 
X' SagJtta~u. (NOY. 22·Dec. 21) 
Friends and co-workers are emotionally expressive and 
unpredictable this week. A recent atmosphere of social 
restriction or frustration may soon fade from the work- . 
place. After midweek long-term projects or difficult 
assignments will take on a secondary level of importance. 
Third Generation· Same Family Ownership 
Expect teamwork and soc ial dynamics to be a prime 
theme. Friday through Sunday, new romantic communi-
cations will be sultry and gently intriguing. All is well. 
Respond in kind. 
't}o Cap~com (Dec. 22·Jan. 20) 
Emotional insight and new social information play an 
important role this week. Early Tuesday watch for a close 
friend or relative to reveal previously private details about 
a key relationship. Romantic or soc ial triangles may have 
been more complex than imagined. Remain sensitive to 
delicate issues. Emotions are high. Stay focused and avoid 
challenging the ideas of loved ones. Late Saturday watch 
also for fast financial revisions. New debts will prove 
bothersome. 
- Aquadus (Jan. 21·Feb. 19) 
Business opportunities may now arrive from unusual 
sources. Watch financial institutions or large agencies for 
indications of change or quick permissions. Over the next 
few days many Aquarians will experience an expansion of 
financial luck or job avai labi lity. Creativity and newly 
begun team projects will have a strong appeal. After 
Thursday rest and regain physical vitality. Sleep patterns. 
daily routines and energy levels may need to change. 
H Pisces (Feb. 20·March 20) 
Love. romantic attractions and renewed social interest 
will be a continuing theme over the next few days. 
Physical and emotional energy is now on the rise. Expect 
complications in key relationships and deep feelings of 
restlessness to soon fade. Some Pisceans may experience 
a quick increase in business communications and work-
place demands. If so. remain focused on trusted proce-
dures. Colleagues or work officials may soon outline new 
roles of leadership. 
• If your birthday Is this ..... k ... 
Older relatives or officials will challenge your ideas 
over the next seven weeks. Refuse to be dissuaded. how-
ever. At present. your long-term business and social goals 
are worthwhile. Expect positive rewards before the end of 
June. After July 19. respond quickly to a sudden change of 
residence or opportunity for relocation. Home security 
and family negotiations will increase over the next nine 
months. Revised daily expectations may be a key concern. 
Take time to explain complex intentions. Loved·ones wi ll 
soon need reliable statements of affection and strong indi-
cations of trust. 
312·427·5580·24 Hour Fax: 3-12-427·1898 
www.central·camera.com • email: sales@central-camera.com 
Our 104th 
Year 
On Most SUPPUES; FILM; 
AUDIO, DV. or VIDEO TAPE; 
PAPER; CHEMISTRY;' TRI-
PODS, FLASH UNITS &' 
MOST OTHER SUPPLIES 
PurehQses . 
Always Low Prices On: 
: ~~~pment ", ... w, 
Photo Papers 
•. Chemicals 
• Digital Cameras 
• Digital Inkjet Papers 
We',. Conven We're here to Help Youl We Open @ 8 :30 AM, 6 Days a Week 
Central Camera 
Has Digital! 
For 104 Years, Central Camera Has Been The One Stop 
Source For All Your "Traditional " Photograp h ic Needs .. 
.••• Now We Are Your One Stop Source For All Your Digital Photographic Needs 
We Stock: 
• Digital Cameras 
• Storage Media 
- CompactFlash 
- MemoryStick 
- MultiMedia & SecureDigital 
- SmartMedia 
-XD 
• Card Readers 
• More 
• For The Digital Darkroom 
- Printers 
• Epson Inkjet 
• Kodak & Olympus Dye Sublimation 
- Inks lor Epson Printers 
Inkjet Paper 
• Bergger • Epson • IIlord 
• Konica • Legion 
• Lumijet • Tetenal 
We Parllcipale In Sludenli Facully Pholographic Equipmenl Purchase Plans From: Bogen, Bronica, 
Conlax, Hasselblad, lelca, Mamlya, Penlax Professional and Tamron 
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Jazz diva dies at 70 
o Simone chronicled civil 
rights movement in her music 
By Nekesa Mumbl Moody 
AP Music Writer 
NEW YORK-Like her 
husky, soulful voice, Nina 
Simone was hard to categorize. 
She was a classically trained 
pianist, yet gained fame singing 
in a style reminiscent of Billie 
Holiday. She later became 
known as a protest singer for 
penning fiery songs that chroni-
cled the pain, pride and hope of-
the U.S. civil rights movement. 
Yet she refused to be 
restricted in the kind of mater-
ial she performed and chan-
ne led songs from art ists as var-
ied as Rodgers and Hart, Kurt 
We ill and the Bee Gees. 
"She had incred ible talent," 
said fr iend and jazz concert 
promoter George Wein. "She 
was d ifferent and creative, and 
there must have been a touch 
of genius in her mind. 
"There was never anyone 
like Nina Simone, before or 
s ince," he sa id. 
AP File Photo 
Nina Simone in 1993. 
The multifaceted entertainer 
died at her home in the south of 
France on Apri l 21 at age 70. 
Her manager, Clifton 
Henderson, who was at 
Simone's bedside at her death, 
said she died of "natural causes" 
in her sleep after a long illness. 
He did not disclose the illness or 
provide the name of the town 
where she lived. 
Simone influenced artists 
including Norah Jones, 
India.Arie, Peter Gabriel, Sade 
and Aretha Franklin. Franklin 
even rerecorded one of Simone's 
most famous songs, "To Be 
Young, Gifted and Black." . 
Jones, the Grammy-winning 
pop-jazz singer, to ld The 
Associated Press on April 22: 
"She did so many different kinds 
of things. She's classified as a 
jazz s inger, but ... she sang these 
sort of R&B blues songs that 
were so great, and then she'd 
tum around and do this Randy 
Newman song. 
"Everything she played she 
made it so completely her own," 
Jones added. 
" I th ink she's probably one of 
the greatest black female 
singers of all time," said Rob 
Santos, an executive with BMG 
Heritage, which is putting out 
an anthology of Simone's this 
summer. "Nina Simone is hard 
to peg because she crosses so 
many boundaries ... anything 
you gave her she could s ing ." 
Born Eunice Kath leen 
Waymon in 1933 in North 
Caro lina, Simone was one of 
eight children in a poor fam ily. 
She began playing the p iano at 
age 4 and was classicall y 
. trained, attending the Jui lliard 
School in New York for one 
year. She had hoped to attend 
the prest igious Curtis Institute 
of Mus ic in Philadelphia, but 
was rejected-one of many 
disappointments she wou ld 
attribute to rac ism. 
She turned to singing jazz 
and popular music as a way to 
make money, perfonning in 
nightclubs. In the late 1950s 
Simone started recording 
songs, and gained fame in 
1959 with her recording of "I 
Loves You Porgy," from the 
opera "Porgy & Bess." 
Simone later wove the turbu-
lent 1960s into her music. In 
1963, after the church bombing 
that killed four young black girls 
in Binningham, Ala., and the 
slaying of Medgar Evers, she 
wrote "Mississ ippi Goddam," 
with searing lyrics that included 
the lines: "Oh but this whole 
country is full of lies, You're all 
gonna die and die like flies." 
"She had incredible guts, 
which I think that's why she 
never had the mass appeal that 
she should have had," Santos 
sa id. "She rea lly was her own 
person, and she definitely did-
n't hold back." 
After the killing of The Rev. 
Mart in Luther King Jr., she 
recorded "Why'! (The King of 
Love Is Dead)." 
"That 's what separated Nina 
from the othe r s ingers," Wein 
sa id. "Nina took civil rights 
and the movement, the fight to' 
another leve l, and made it part 
of her persona." 
She left the United States in 
1973 and lived in the Caribbean 
and Africa before settling in 
Europe. She didn't return to the 
United States until 1985 for a 
series of concens. In a 1998 
interview, Simone blamed 
racism in the United States for 
her decision to live abroad, say-
ing that as a black person, she 
had "paid a heavy price for 
fighting the establishment." 
Wein said she was extremely 
bitter. 
"She was a black woman who 
never could relate to the position 
of what it was to be black in 
America. She couldn ' t under-
stand it," he said. "She was an 
unhappy person." 
Simone enjoyed perhaps her 
greatest success in the 1960s 
and 1970s, with songs such as 
"I. .Want a Little Sugar in My 
Bowl" and "Four Women." She 
took risks with her song choic-
es, covering a range of popular 
tunes. She growled in "Pirate 
Jenny" from "Threepenny 
Opera" and breezed through 
"New World Com ing" and 
"My Way," turning both songs 
into anthems of the 1970s. 
Folk and blues blended with 
tunes like "Black Is the Color 
of My True Love's Ha ir," and 
her jazz colorings on "You'd 
Be So Nice to Come Home 
To" emphas ized not only her 
keyboard manipulations but 
her ability to perfonn any song 
Simone-style. 
In her last years, she remained 
a concert draw, though she was 
frail. At a 200 1 concert at 
Carnegie Hall, she needed help 
to her piano, and was later seen 
sitting backstage in a wheelchair. 
Yet, with an indel ible mix of 
chann, whimsy and rage, she 
managed to work the crowd into 
a frenzy, commanding several 
standing ovat ions and a raucous 
demand for an encore, to which 
she tottered to the microphone 
and uttered: "Go Home!" 
Simone, who was divorced 
twice, is' survived by a daugh-
ter, Lisa, a singer who goes by 
Simone. Sh.e's starring in 
Broadway's "Aida" and has 
recorded with the group Liquid 
Soul. 
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Madonna looks back on 'life' 
By K. Ryann Zalewski 
A&E Editor 
Marriage and children have 
mellowed Madonna. American 
Life, her first album since she 
married film director Guy Ritchie , 
(Lock, Stock and Two Smoking 
Barrels, Snatch, Swept Away), is 
one of Madonna's most intro-
spective albums ever. 
Starting with "American Life ," 
the song that Madonna pull ed the 
original video for, American 
Life looks back on Madonna's 
life so far-her fame, her mar-
riage to Ritchie, her parents. In 
"American Life," Madonna tell s 
the listener that her fame and for-
tune are not what has made her 
happy and that with all the bene-
fits she can afford she sti ll has 
problems in her li fe. The rapping 
verse in the song may unnerve 
lifelong fans, but on repeated lis-
tening, the verse blends in and 
becomes less jarring. 
In tlie third song, "I'm So 
Stupid," Madonna s ings about Madonna's latest album IAmerican Lite' was released April 22. 
her "Material Girl" days: " I' m so 
stupid/Cause I used to livelIn a compare to the sOong "Nothing Ritch ie can be credited, at least 
tiny bubble/And I wanted to Fa ils." in part, for the infusion of guitar 
be/Like all the pretty-peoplerrhat " It was not a chance meet- on American Life. He bought 
were all around me/But now I ing/Fee l my heart beatingIYou' re Madonna a g uitar before the 
know for sure/that I was stupid." . the one," Madonna sings about "Drowning World" tour and has 
As she has said in numerous Ritchie in "Nothing Fai ls." helped her learn how to play. 
interviews, Madonna looks back Madonna met Ritchie at a dinner For those worried that 
on her early career and cringes at party with Sting and hi s wife Madonna may have gone too 
her less evo lved self. So, it 's fit- Trudie Styler. soft, there are several songs to 
ting that Madonna would write a She goes on: " I' m not reli· dance to on American Life 
song like " I'm So Stupid" now. gious/But I feel so movedlMakes including the title track and the 
Th is year marks Madonna's 20th me wanna pray/Pray you' ll previously re leased "Die Another 
year in the music industry. always be here." Madonna's lyrics Day." But Madonna has evolved 
Several of the songs seem to and tone in "Nothing Fails" are and taken her music with her. 
have been written with Ritchie more real and honest than in any With American Life, Madonna 
and her kids, Lourdes and Rocco, of her prev ious love songs has been able to blend the use of 
in mind. ("Cherish," "Take A Bow"). guitar and digital elements. If 
In "Love Profusion" she sings, Songs like these prove how another artist had tried to blend 
"And 1 know I can feel bad/W.hen ... great-an impact Ritchie has Qad...... the two, t,he album wou14 have 
I get in a bad mood/And the on his wife's life and music. She come out uneven and disjointed. 
world can look so sad/Only you even thanks him in the liner But, as with all of her incarna-
make me feel good." Whether notes: "And the most special of tions, Madonna is successful at 
she is singing about her children all thanks to the mister for shin- pushing her music and her fans 
or her husband, this song cannot ing his light in my direction ." further on American Life. 
English Dept. may revamp 'review' 
By Michael Hlrtzer 
A&E Editor . 
The South Loop Review, the 
nonfiction anthology published 
by Columbia's English 
Department, may soon part with 
its tried and true fennat, accord-
ing to the review's faculty advis-
er Rose Blouin. 
Blouin, who also teaches the ' 
class that edits the review, said 
she hopes to take the publication 
to the next level. 
"We eventually want to make it 
a publ ication that features some 
of the best creative nonfiction 
from around the country, while 
keeping a place for the writing 
that Columbia students are 
doing," she said. 
"Creative nonfiction is the fastest 
growing genre in the publishing 
industry," Blouin added. "All you 
have to do is look at the numbers of 
memoirs being published." 
As is, the review publishes a 
mix of personal narratives, liter-
ary criticisms, research papers, 
essays and black-and-white pho-
tographs . The s ixth issue, wh ich 
was released last week, features a 
range of stories . 
Mandy Lemay writes about her 
father; his hands started to shake 
once his wife fell out of love with 
him. Another example is Ame lia 
Fagiolo's meditation on her job at 
a fast-food restaurant, entitled, 
" How to Work a Part-Time Job 
Food Service Without Trying to 
Kill Yourself (At Least Until You 
Get Home)." 
Blouin said the review began 
as the visio'n of several Engl ish 
Department faculty members. 
Initially, the faculty had a large 
influence on the review, when 
they selected each piece for pub-
lication. Now, Blouin said, the 
review is student-run-. 
Greg Sato, a junior film major 
concentrating on critical studies, 
took the review's copy editing 
class and also published an essay 
about Radiohead's Kid A record. 
During an interview at his work, 
Columbia's Writing Center, Sato 
said, " It was really good experi-
ence for anyone is interested in 
publications. 
"A lot of the stuff submitted 
was really impressive," Sato said. 
"I don't know what to expect 
when I took the class. 
. " It was frustrating 
because it was not publi-
cized enough," Sato 
added. "It's not something 
you heard a.bout outside 
of class." 
Blouin said the group of 
student ed itors did a com· 
mendable job. 
",I'm always heartened 
by the way student ed itors 
come together, because 
it's tough to have on num-
ber of people agree on 
what represents strong 
writ ing," Blouin said. 
Selena Fragass i, a fic-
tion writ ing junior, pub-
lished an essay about "the 
difficulties with living 
with unord inary name," 
fittingly t itled "L iv ing 
with a Name Like Selena 
Fragass i." 
She said students inter-
ested in submitting work 
should "be creative and don 't 
think that there have to be any 
boundaries in what you write. 
"The good thing about it is the 
editors are pretty open and don't 
really cut your work," Fragassi 
added. 
The release party for the South 
Loop Review will be on April 28 
from 6 to 8 p.m. in the Hokin 
Annex, 623 S. Wabash Ave. 
Blouin said the review accepts 
submissions of both nonfict ion 
works and photographs on an 
ongoing basis. Those interested 
can drop them off at the English 
Department, on the third floor of 
the 33 E. Congress Parkway 
building. The deadline for the next 
issue is May 2. 
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Graduate To 
The Next Level. 
Affordable hIghrise IUlODY! Steps from Columbia! 
Columbia Chronicle 25 
• Homey, spadous apartments with luxury fl2tures • F1oor-t~ling windows . Steps from the loop, Grant Par1\, the Lake, Soldier Fi~d, 
Buckingham Fountain, museums, restaurants and the Auditorium Thl2tre • Indoor pool, two sundecks, fitness room • Party room • 24-hour doorstaff 
• Laundry facilities. Indoor parking . Incredible views • 2 East Eighth St • Open Mon.-Fri., 10~; Sat, 11-5; Sun. 12-5. POOne (312) 939-7000. 
Convertibles from $845/mo. One bedrooms from $l040/mo. 
Two bedrooms from $l340/mo. 1 month free rmt fur May rncwe-ins. 
Prices and availability subject to change. 
26 Columbia Chronicle 
Fes .val · 
A month-long celebration of work 
from graduating students visit: 
www~maYfestmanifest .colum.edu 
call: 312.344:6789 
Installation by: Jennifer Ha 
April 28, 2003 
Week: 1 and 2 HIGHLIGHTS MAY 1-9,2003 
The Theater department presents Noel Coward's 
classic play about London's favorite celebrity family. 
> . New Studio Theatre, 72 E.llth 
> For reservations call: 312.344.6126 
> Thread 
Academic Computing presents Thread, four events 
in one-a ganery exhibit, a juried online exhibit of 
interactive multimedia work (acweb.colum.eduj 
gallery.htmJ). an interactive salon/open house, 
and a lecture by featured speaker Steve Jones . . 
> Thread: &-7pm 
. exhibit Opening Party 
> Hokln Gallery, 623 S. Wabash, 1st Floor 
> Thread Interactive Salon: &-7pm 
> 623 S. Wabash. 4th Floor 
> Thread Lecture: ~ 
Steve Jones, Internet Research and Everyday Ufe. 
> 623 S. Wabash, Room 405 
Through May 22 . 
> Trace Elements: Part One 
Opening roceptlon: May 2. 5<3O-7:3Opm 
Master of Rne Arts in Interdiscipllnar y Book and 
Paper Arts and Master of Interdlsctplinar y Arts 
Thesis Exhibitions. Center for Book and Paper Arts 
,. 1104 S. Wabash, 2nd Floor 
> Loophole Reading: S,3G-8pm 
Readings from the new literary journal produced 
and authored by members of our gay/lesbian/ 
bisexualjtransgendered student organization, 
Columbia Pride. 
,. Hermann ConawaY ,Center, 
1104 S. Wabash, 1st Floor 
Music department graduating seniors 
, " present:fi~.1 ,recitals. ',' .. 
> Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan, Concert Hall 
Through May 8 
> Senior Directing Project: 
Trigger: Directed by Brad Norris 
Graduating seniors in the Directing Program of the 
Theater department mount directing projects. 
> Classic Studio Theatre, 72 E.11th 
> Call 312·344-6101 for times 
> Photo.Print.Media Studio 
Open House; 4-6':30pm 
Photo Print Media Invites students. staff. and faculty 
to their studio for a viewing.of student artwork. tea. 
cakes. and good conversation. 
> 9th Floor. 623 S. Wabash 
> Senior Recital: Matthew Muniz: 6pm 
> Music Center. 1Q14 S. Michigan. Concert Hall 
> Senior Recital: C.hrl&topher Lee: 12:3Opm 
Turrell Brown: 6pm 
> Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan, Concert Hall 
> Crimes Against Humanity, Human 
Rights Abuse: &-9pm 
International law and the Media Senior Seminar stu· 
dents create an evening of performance, panel dis· 
cusslons, and readings on issues of human rights. 
> Chicago Hilton and Towers 
720 S. Michigan Avenue 
ASL-Engl,sh Interpretation will be provided for some events. cau 312-344· 7837 for more Inforrnillt lon. 
> , Music Center, 1;014 S. Michigan, Concert Hall 
! ~, -'!Il' .': 1'1 "J _ 
> Adstock 2003: 9am-4pm 
Marketing Communication FestlYal: 
interactive, multimedia. information-laden pro-
fessional career advice day for students to show-
case their best work and receive counsel from top 
professionals in the fields ot marketing, advertising, 
sa les, promotions. and public relations: 
> Hermann Conaway Center. 1104 S. Wabash. 1st Floor 
> Fashion Columbia: 1 and ~,30pm 
10th annual urbarrstYie runWay fashion show and 
exhibition of .students· fashlon·related work. ranging 
·from illustrations to photography to garments. 
> 1104 S. Wabast'!. 8th Floor 
Our Sponsors: 
~J 
OPTIONS SHURE' 
HotHouse 
/I. 
CO l lJ"\I\ 1 \ (1I1l0N ILlE 
Presented by Student Affairs and C:'~paces, the galleries 
and student centers of Columbia College. Funded by student 
activity fees. Additional support provided by the Student 
Programming Board. OffIce of Institutional Advancement 
and the OffIce of the Presld~nt of Columbia College Chicago. 
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Lienhart 
ConUnued from Page 21 
Graphic designer and Columbia faculty member Jim Lienhart shows his grade school report card during an 
art talk, April 23 in Room 203 of the 623 S. Wabash Ave. building. 
their presentations and their 
seminars, so you have an . in-
depth understanding of the 
design bus iness. It's very critical 
because you have so much to 
learn and you have to be really 
competitive. " 
Lienhart is teaching five Art 
and Design classes this semester 
and is a fanner member of the 
influential group, 27 Designers. 
He said there's a lot of money to 
be made in package design 
because companies are always 
. updating their sty les. He showed 
examples of other designers' 
work, including those for Aunt 
Jemima maple syrup and Tide 
detergent. 
He showed his design for the 
I H20 water-based skincare line 
as we ll as his ·design for Breyers 
Blender Yogurt, which won sev-
eral European design awards due 
to its sleek black look, Lienhart 
said. 
McDonald 's didn't use the 
packaging update he designed. 
The update, which consisted of 
several different colored bags 
and a more contemporary and 
curvaceous M, wasn't economi-
cal. McDonald's chose a more 
conservative design, Lienhart 
said. 
"This is a very naive design-
it would have put [McDonald's] 
out of business," he said. 
Lienhart showed his packag-
ing update for Fannie May can-
dies as well as his design for 
their new brand of coffees, 
which will come in the popular 
Mint Meltaway and Pixie flav-
ors. He also showed his line of 
California Dreamers greeting 
cards as well as hi s design for 
the then Savings & Loans News. 
"The design business has been 
great. I think I 've had too much 
fun," he said. "My mother had 
no idea what I did until I 
designed Metamucil. Then, she 
thought it was great." 
Art Talks are held periodically 
on Wednesday evenings in Room 
203 in the 623 S. Wabash Ave. 
building. Previous Art Talks 
series included lectures by the 
cartoonist Nicole Hollander. 
painter Ralph Gilbert and 
Columbia artist-in-residence 
Kurt Perschke. The next Art Talk 
will be held May 7 with painter 
Anne Harris. For more informa-
tion call (312) 344-7192. 
Arts & Entertainment 27 
Art of Science 
ConUnued from Page 21 
from this year's exhibit. Her 
painting, titled "Cubistic Adam 
and Eve," expresses symmetry 
and geometry in the sparely 
detailed style associated with 
cubism. 
The oil painting shows a figu-
rative painting of Eve on the left 
third and Adam on the right third 
of the canvas. The center portion 
of the canvas shows a fusion of 
Adam and Eve in the cubist style. 
Koike said, "It uses cubism to 
show the tie between Adam and 
Eve. I show the divide of time 
and space and then putting it 
together into one space." 
Koike said the ideal person is a 
combination of the feminine and 
masculine qualities of Adam and 
Eve, creating a whole person---
the cubistic figure in the middle. 
Elisabeth Long, a graduate stu-
dent in the Interdisciplinary 
Book and Paper Arts program, is 
this year's first place winner. Her 
paper work "The Dance of 
Venus" is a blend of geometry, 
poetry, mystery and femini ne 
beauty. 
The work consists of multiple 
pieces of paper linked together, 
Skunk Ape 
Continued from rage 21 
Matt replied: "I paid her to say 
that" 
The brothers have made over two 
dozen movies together and have 
been making films, "since we 
were in second grade," said Greg, 
23, who graduated from 
Colwnbia in 200 I. Some of their 
films have been featured in film 
festivals like the Route 66 Film 
Festival, where their film Of Bass 
and Men won an award for best 
short film. 
Skunk Ape?! was shot on a mini 
suspended from two horizontal 
bars. Each handmade paper 
shows a different aspect of 
astronomy and the geometric pat-
terns Venus makes in relation to 
other planets. Long combines the 
science of astronomy with Venus 
as the Goddess of love. 
A missing piece of paper on 
the front of the piece makes the 
back layer visible. 
"I purposefully wanted lay-
ers," Long said. " It represents 
the complexity and dimensional-
ity ofspace ... and women." 
Long said that she wants her 
piece-which includes a poem of 
her own-Uto make people 
think ... about their own relation-
ships and what affects them." 
She said that she hopes her piece 
"will reflect the depths and layers 
in lives" by "presenting math and 
science metaphors." 
"Public perceptions of mathe-
matics and science wi ll be 
shaped to some degree by the 
work of these future artists," 
Papacosta said. "One piece of art 
could someday transfonn the 
public image of mathematics and 
science." 
digital video camera with a run-
ning time of approximately 30 
minutes. The brothers plan on sub-
mitting their film to the Chicago 
Underground Film Festival . Their 
future filmmaking plans include a 
full-length feature film titled, The 
Hotel Continental, a remake of a 
short Greg made in high school. 
The next screening of Skunk 
Ape!? will be at Delilah's, a North 
Side Chicago bar located at 2771 
N. Lincoln Ave. on May 5 at 9 
p.m. Admission is free. 
SEE II NOW! 
CE T Arts in Skokie· 9501 Skokie Blvd ~ North Shore Center for the Performing Across from Old Orchard· Free Parking Th. O.ne. s.ri" ~ m.d. ponlbl. in p'r1. by ttl. E1il.b.th F. Ch.nty Found.lion. 
Th~ progr.m il p.rti.11y lupporad by. Qrtnt from the lI~nois Am Cound. , mt •• ".ney. 
~, 
!Hi LI2t! KING 
.. DADWA"S AWAlD-WIIIING lEST .USlCAL 
1,1111" •• , 
SANKt ONE. 
$25 Student Tickets 
Offer valid for TUesdays at 7:30, 
Wednesdays at 2:00 & 7:30 and 
Sundays at 6:30, now through June 15. 
TUesclay perfonNnCtS n&l1t.~, 5I1J only. No wecIr'IHdly fNtInet Sfl. No sunday eVMlng 5111. 
T1cket5 can be pmNsId at the taclbc PaIXe Box 0ffIc. on a ftrst-con'le fItst·servecl basis. Sli»eCt to 
Mllabllty and some f"Mti1ctIons may 'P9IV. All tnnsactIon5 n cash Oft>t and are .mlted to two tlct:ets per 
PtrSOII WIth valid stOOent photo 10. OIf9r .mlted aI"lCI fNV not be combined Wlttl any oth« 0fJtr. NOt valid 
on prev\OUS/y pwthasecl tIct.u. PtrtonNncI Pfk:eS. dates and urnes sub/ect to change without notICe. 
~~ 
ts1 •• 11 Inf.l" st. 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Foot structure 
5 Cost per unit 
9 Inclined 
14 SST sound 
15 Environs 
16 Made public 
17 Huff and Jaffe 
18 Nagger 
19 E~lended g~ze 
20 Mme deposIt 
21 After-dinner 
treats 
22 RapIer weapon 
23 Aromatic 
evergreen 
25 Cribbage marker 
26 Pipe foot 
27 Exploit 
29 Competent 
33 Government 
appropnatlOn 
37 Possess 
39 Armistice Day 
mo. 
40 Crescent 
41 Inc. in ISlington 
42 Was too 
. enthusiastic 
46 Spike and 
Brenda 
47 Pub order 
48 Nappy leather 
51 Wapiti 
53 Passages with 
lively tempos 
56 Thalia's sisler 
59 Metal mixture 
60 Pari of an e-rnail 
address 
61 Former nit 
62 At1ired 
63 Manufactured 
64 Exposes 
'65 Sharpen 
66 Man or Oogs 
67 Gather up 
68 School near 
Windsor 
69 Throat-clearing 
sound 
DOWN 
1 Soak up 
2 lion, a l limes 
3 Funny woman 
4 -_ Pinafore-
S Breakneck 
6 Sports venue 
7 Performance 
trial 
8 Beanery sign 
9 Costume jewelry 
10 Leggy actress? 
11 By mouth 
12 Claudius ' 
successor 
13 -East of " 
21 Spanish Sheep 
24 Machine part 
25 Ballp!ayer 
Guerrero 
28 ' Sudden pain 
30 Nonsense! 
31 Sel afire 
32 Cal! off 
34 kVertigo" star 
I 35 Daredevil Knieve 
36 "The Plough and 
the Stars" 
playwright 
37 Nocturnal raplor 
38 Itsy-bitsy 
43 Dangerous flies 
44 Change the 
distribution 
45 Obvious toupee 
Solutions 
I 
49 Artfu! scribble 
50 Value highly 
52 Fertile loam 
54 Argentine 
grassland 
55 Waterproof wool 
cloth 
I 
-" 
56 Corsica's 
neighbor 
57 Wander widely 
58 Mystique 
59 Heart follower 
63 Hamm or 
Farrow 
PLACE A CLASSIFIED 
AD TODAY! ONLY 25 
CENTS PER WORD WITH 
A $5 MINIMUM. CALL 
312-344-7432 FOR 
MORE INFORMATION. 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential Local 
Positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 260 
ARTIST NEEDED. $300 for six pages of penciled and inked comic 
book pages for series proposal. Send queries, samples to 
ointmentcomics@yahoo.com. 
Faith Productions seeks male dancers for gospel musical play. 
Pay included. Call Faith Diggs 312-666-0892 
Valet Parking Attendant- Great Pay and Flexible Hours. Work in 
fun atmospheres,nightclubs,restaurants ,and hotels. Full and Part 
time hours. 847-670-0871 
Chicago Wholesale Internet fully loaded Dialup accounts 
$89.88 yearly pre-pay($7.49/mon), $9.49 monthly 56K access, 
Wholesale T1 , and DSL $37 .99/mon . Call 773 262 9982 
questions@issconline.com - www.issconline.com sign up online on 
a secure server. Account will be activated in 30 minutes or less. 
South Loop spacious one bedroom loft. Hardwood floors , WID in 
unit, indoor parking, fireplace , granite counters , balcony, Jacuzzi 
tub. $209,500. SRC:Ross, 773-575-5098 
Lifeguards wanted for 2003 Summer In North Myrtle Beach No 
experience necessary Apply www.nsbslifeguards.com 
1430 S. Michigan Ave - 1 BR condo ready for move-in May 1 st. 
Hdwd firs , WID in unit, closet space for two. Building has storage 
and rooftop sundeck. $1 ,125/month , garage pkg available. 
847-366-2147. 
Pilsen Large 3 Bedroom, 1700 W Cullerton, 2 Blocks from train . 
High Ceilings, Hardwood Floors, Storage, Free Parking, Available 
May 1 st and June 1st. $695-$795 (773) 456-7553 
DePaul Area - 3 Bedroom, 1 Bath NC no pets. Immediate or May 
1 occupancy. Laundry Room on site $1545 Linda 630-574-8124 
ARTIST NEEDED. $300 for six pages of penciled and inked 
comic book pages for series proposal. Send queries, samples to 
ointmentcomics@yahoo.com. 
APARTMENT FOR RENT, 43 & Union $750 per month 
New rehab, new appl iances, 3 bedroom, 6 room apart. 
Basement, fenced yard garage space avail June 1 
Call 773-255-2348 
,s 1HAl 
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~ Jazz Band 
from the School of Music 
A,wJ30 
12:30 - 1:30 fM'" 
dI~ ~ - 623 S. 1JfJ~ 
"SEE THIS SHOW!" 
- EI Enl.".lnm.nt N.w. 
.La 
A 7~ u. tk SiJ«d L.dp 4Uta 19KK 
pou. 114 /M a. t;-t 7u..e Aru,ti-I 
Open late hours 
7 days a week 
Sunday-Friday till 4 AM 
Saturdays till 5 AM 
World Famous Buffalo Wings 
Featuring 12 Beers on Tap 
312-427 -2787 
r--
OPal'S 
Pizzeria 
6385. Clark· 312/427-2320 • Fax 312/427-2616 
Delivery & Carry.()ut • Open 11 'til 11 All Week 
Al,o I.,..,;ng a lull menu ol'obllloUI lIallan specialli.,' 
April 28, 2003' 
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c·spaces presents * Celebrating 
A slx-week-Iong festival 
of works and panel discussions in all media. STRONG WOMEN 
March 17- May 2, 2003 
2 Exhibitions. Panel Discussions. Rim Screenings and 
Performances BY WOMEN ABOUT WOMEN 
RIVETING ART 
MONDAY 
AttIst Taik: Barbara SlnsIey 
Gln , t~iiI;;;:'1t,:: :;r~ 
= totorK!", ~s.tu. ~anifotM~~T8o\. 
~CtI:;tf 
..... 
ScaWnNG 
28 
TUESDAY 
1.3pm 
PANB.: 
Beauty Myth in the MedJa 
1-3pm 
SCREENING 
1 
The Pill. A l'8S Documeotal)' 
,HolO;> OanEffY 
&-8pm 0 
SCREENIHG&PANn 
Dowmental)' Sones. 
Co''''''&f OlIi!iBr 
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 
h i n·k ~'Vornanly 
1-3pm 
EWdefice-READIN.G. 
Action and Poetry about Wool8t\' _ . 
Hoste$.wd by Baffle Cole. 
H(l1cirl~;~(r 
·As/Jl'I'()r.ISllihllve 
(lGCOClflIr;: Ase 
~an my C(MNI'I)' is 
the whoIs world .• 
·\Ijrglnla Woolf 
103pm 
SCREENING 
2 
30 
7-1Opm 
The lady Show 
l.!lttf·Ml;~~ 
Qn':eiI br JT NtwINI~ 
j~l b'~~ 
3 
FRIDAY 
o u g 1'i 
1-3pm 
SCREENING 
Fried Green Tomatoes 
10:1pm 
SCREENING 
The Co"" Purple 
HO~Jr: Gillie!,,! 
1·:Ipm 
SCREENING 
I SIloI Andy Warllol 
Nnkii! G~ ilp.!"i 
4 
"The Clear llaUoy /.'GI.MII 
1615-2003" 
PIw:ItognpllltNlllblon by 
--
12EIltt11th.'-tott 
2 
2003 
SATURDAY 
MUlIE8RAL closes 
» 
\J 
;0 
r 
exhibitions 
An installation that celebrates each First Lady 
in American history. 
Interdisciplinary Book and Paper alum: 
Barbara v.ynn Bansley 
March 26 " May 2 
March 28 Wpm Opening Reception 
Glass Curtain Gallery 
Hokln Gallery & Annex 623 S. Wabash 1st Floor, Chic:8~ 
Glass CUr'.ain Gallery & C008W"f~r 1104 S. Wabash, 15tAoor, CtIica9) 
www.rolum.edu\$paces.SuongWomen HoUln. 312/344·7696 
• 
MULIEBRAl 
Student Women Artists of Columbia College Chicago 
explore female identity. 
Curated by Undergraduate Photography Major 
Kathr-yn Lovesky 
March 20 " April 12 
March 20 5-7pm Opening Reception 
Hokin Gallery 
Sponsored by C·Spac6 and Student Activities. diviSions of Studenl Atlail'S, fu!\ded 
by Student aetMty fees; Pllae, it student organilstlon, Oepartment of f ilm and 
Video· The lIabi~ DocI.rm!llt8ry Center, The FICtIon WriUng DeIJ,1r1.lIIentJoumalism 
Oepartment.lfltertllsCiplinar), Arts Department and the Columblll Ctlronicle . 
Columbia Chronicle 
and NOT 
just online 
London .. . ... S295 
Paris .......... S325 
Amsterdam ... S315 
Sydney ..... S1449 
Madrid ......... S388 
Rio de Janeiro .. S588 
hr. is roundtrip from Chic.go. Subject to chang. and .vail.bility. Tax not 
included. Restrictions and blackouts apply. 
EGG DONORS 
NEEDED 
Give the gift of life to an infertile couple 
LUCRATIVE COMPENSATION fOT qualified individuals! 
• Special need for Caucasian donors 
• College educated preferred 
• Between the ages of 20-30 
• Completely anonymous 
847.656.8733 
Un d e rg ro l!n~Ch£~f~nt 
'"I"Nt.~ ,this week's specials: 
Mon. - Thurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3 
Fried Chicken Po Boy Remoulade sace. lettuce. tomato. cajun cole slaw ....... v'"'''-
California Wrap seafood. rice. cucumber. daikon. wasabi. pickled ginger $3.75 
PortabeLLa Mushroom Sandwich choice of cheese. condiments, served · 
with potato chips $4.00 
Monday -Chicken Gumbo. Tuesday - Cream of Potato, 
Wednesday - Turkey Green Chili, Thursday - Cream of Mushroom 
We have Mashed Potatoes & Gravy and Black Bean Burgers. everydayl 
33 Columbia Chronicle April 28, 2003 _ 
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VeadIine Has rassed-
lmmunrz.aiion vays On campus: 
'Z3 s. Wabasll, ~oom 3ft-
Monday, May t1, 1003 to:OO am - 1:00 pm 
Monday, May t3, 1003 to:OO am - 1:00 pm 
. Monday, May ttt, 1003 11:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
A $50.00 fine has been attached to all student's accounts who have not complied. 
34 
III 
The trouble with rabbits 
Chicago Park District officials said they are com-
bating an ever-increasing population of rabbits in 
Grant Parle 
Bound on all sides by major arteries. the rabbits 
are apparently trapped inside the confines of the 
lakefront park. where they dine nightly on foliage 
and reproduce at a feverish pace. 
District officials said the animals have ravaged 
planted flowerbeds and stripped the bark off young 
trees. 
In an effort to spare the trees. park officials paint-
ed the debarked plants blue-retrofitting the trees 
into makeshift pieces of art. 
Park employees have caught around 150 rab-
bits. which have been moved to a location out of 
Grant Park. 
Debating affimative action 
A televised debate on affirmative action is 
scheduled for May 2 at the Museum of Broadcast 
Communications in the Chicago Cultural Center 
"Social Justice or Reverse Discrimination- is 
scheduled for 3:30 p.m. in the museum's televi-
sion studio. 11 E. Washington St. 
For more infonmation. call (312) 409-4639. 
Bus tour to follow riots 
On May 3. the Chicago Historical Society is 
sponsoring a bus tour commemorating the 117th 
anniversary of the Haymarket Square riots. 
Will iam Adelman . author of Haymarket 
Revisited. guides the tour of the historical sites. 
The 10 a.m.- 4 p.m. is $60; lunch is included in 
the price of admission. 
For more infonmation. call (31 2) 642-4600. 
Submission deadline nears 
The deadline for submissions for the 2003 
Chicago Outdoor Film Festival is May 1. 
The shorts. which must be under 12 minutes in 
length and produced locally. will be screened in 
July as part of the annual film festival in Grant 
Park. 
All submissions must be on NTSC videocas-
settes sent to the Chicago Film Office. 1 N. LaSalle 
St. 
For more infonmation. call (312) 744-6415. 
YWCA celebrates diversity 
The YWCA of Metropolitan Chicago is celebrat-
ing the National Day to Commitment to Eliminate 
Racism on May 6 with Speak in Color. 
Starting at 7 p.m .. the event-at Hothouse. 31 E. 
Balbo Drive-will feature various poets. includin~ 
Nikki Giovanni. Brenda Cardenas and Bassey Ikpl. 
Admission is $8 for students and $10 for the 
general public. 
For more information, call (312) 762-2744. 
Anarchist Aim Festival 
The Fourth Annual Chicago Anarchist Film 
Festival will take place from May 1 to May 4. A 
variety of films will focus on different Ihemes 
throughout the weekend. 
All films will be shown at Buddy. an artist-run 
performance space located at 1542 N. Milwaukee 
St. 
For more information. please call (773) 862-
1011 or visit www.azone.org/filmfest. 
Gallery 37 hiring artists 
Gallery 37. Chicago's youlh urban arts program. 
is now accepting applicalions for young adults. 
ages 14-21 . to work with the gallery this summer. 
To apply or obtain more information about the 
program, call (312) 744-8925 or visit 
www.gallery37.org. 
If you have an 
upcoming event or 
announcement, call the 
Chronicle', new. deek at (312) U4-7285, 
April 28, 2003 
Residents feel secure in South Loop 
o Change in community helps 
foster neighborhood sense of safety 
By Ana Hrtstova 
Staff Writer 
A neighborhood of contrasts, the South Loop is 
home to the wealthy and impoverished, old family 
businesses and new corporate chains, dilapidated 
structures and renovated historical buildings. But the 
sti ll lightly populated and dramatically developing 
area doesn't seem to affect its residents ' sense of secu-
. rity and comfort. 
"I feel safer in this neighborhood, walking alone, 
than when 1 lived in Bucktown," said Gina Menzes 
who has been living in the South Loop for three years. 
''There are so many people walking around that, as a 
woman, J feel that 1 am never within an area that is 
dangerous. Even with the mission being so close, it 
seems safe to me. 1 wouldn't exactly go walking down 
alleys by myself, but I wouldn't do that anywhere in 
the city." 
The community, local .businesses and police pres-
ence are among the leading factors that increase peo-
ple's sense of security, according to South Loop resi-
dents who spoke to the Chronicle. 
"It is a very community-based neighborhood," said 
Jennifer Dudek, who has been living in the South Loop 
for almost eight years. ". think that neighborhood 
businesses have done a very good job in keeping the 
streets well lit. People are friendly and everybody 
knows each other." 
Jeanne Barry, a Dearborn Park re~ident of 2S years 
said she has seen the area change dramatically. 
" It has gotten much more built up, much more 
crowded," Barry said. "I feel completely safe here. It 
is brightly lighted. I know so. many of the people. The 
police are all around and I never hear of anything 
• AcCOrdlnB 10 documents 
obIained from lite First District 
Police Department, forcible enuy 
"' .. UIed 10 bwJIarize a boIel al 
1007 S. Sute S\.. OIl April 19 at S-
I ,m. No .uspectl "'ve beea iden-
lifled ill eomecdon 10 Ihi. c:ri"",. 
.A1so on April 19. a car IOU 
tlDlen in front of 6.51 S. CJork St. 
It 7 p,nt, 
. Simple battery 1"" reponed &I 
a botel, 1007 S. Sute S~. on April 
18 at 3:20 p.m • 
• Jewel-Oac:o. 1224 S. W ..... h 
Ave., encoUftlered two inCidents 
or theft on April 17. The tlrat one, 
II 4:37 p.lII .. alJecedly Involved 
Bell l.ovNIef ot the 600 block ot 
South State Street. l.ovoater IOU 
Jaken inlO custody. An unidenti-
fied male IOU reportedly involved 
in the .eeond Incident, which 
occurred It 10 p.m. 
• At the .Ime Jewel-OleO crim-
Inal tlUpu. wu . 110 reported on 
April 16. Larry Jone. of the 600 
blllek or South Stlte Street WI. 
liken InlO cu.tody In connection 
with lite Incident. 
eChlltiN Riley. 39. Clf Iho 600 
block or SClUth SIiIO SIroOI, lOll 
cited (or theft al Ihe Burnham 
Piau ThOller, 826 S. W.b.~h 
A~.,. which look pllce on Apr" 
17 II ' :04 p.llI. 
going on. There doesn't seem to be much crime." 
Residents who have been living in the South Loop 
for at least three years tend to feel safer perhaps 
because they know the area, the public transportation 
and the community, according to those interviewed by 
the Chronicle. 
People who have recently moved to the neighbor-
hood feel safe in general , but are much more likely to 
look over their shoulders at night, walk in groups of 
two or more and avoid scarcely lit streets. 
"You have to be careful and aware of your surround-
ings," said Maggie Corbett, a resident of Columbia's 
Congress Parkway dormitory. 
A Columbia student majoring in theater, she said she 
feels the neighborhood is safe Jor people who have a 
good head on their shoulders and watch .what'they do 
and where they go. 
". try not to go around too much by myself at night," 
Corbett said, who has been living in the area since 
September last year. " I just keep my eyes open and. try 
to travel with friends as much as possible but other-
wise [safety] is not a big problem." 
Heidi Malnar, who lives in Columbia's residence 
hali , at 731 S. Plymouth Court said she feels very pro-
tected as an on-campus resident due to the tight ~ecu­
rity at the dorms. 
As for the area, Malnar said she thinks that it is as 
safe as most neighborhoods. 
"There is always a couple of people walking around 
who are suspicious, but if you know where you are 
going. you should be OK." 
Statistics released by the Chicago Police Department 
show that although the total crime rate for the First 
District-of which Columbia is part of-has decreased 
8.10 percent in 2002, violent crime incidents have 
increased 17.5 percent. 
Total numbers have dropped due to a decrease in 
propeny crimes. The First District is ranked 15 out of 
Chicago's 25 'districts due to the decrease in overall 
crime from 2002 to 2003. 
April 28, 2003 
o Exotic and domestic pets on 
the list of clientele for pet hospital 
By Jennifer Golz 
Staff Writer 
The an imal hospital performs most medical, den-
tal and surgica l procedures in-house. Occasionally. 
a difficult procedure outside their expertise. such as 
open-hean surgery, will require a spec ialist. 
The hospital is an accredited member of the 
American Animal Hospital Association. keeping 
the facility held to the highest of standards, and 
He bounded up the sta:rs and greeted reception- assuring high quality care for a ll patients. 
ist Stephanie Yaksic as if she were a long lost Bruederle is also on the board of directors for the 
friend . Illinois State Veterinary Medical Association. "The 
Stormy. a black Labrador, who was being ISVMA is more of a legislative body. that oversees 
dropped off ,for surgery on his front lefl paw. that veterinary practice laws and acts are written to 
looked ecstatic to be gOi ng to visit the Burnham protect veterinarians," Bruederle said. 
Park Animal Hospital. Both Bruederle and Fox have served one-year 
Since 1994 the Burnham Park Animal Hospital terms as the president of the Chicago Veterinary 
has been a source of domestic and exotic pet care in Medical Association, the local chapter of the 
the South Loop. Dr. J . B. Bruederle co-founded the American Veterinary Med ica l Association. 
Burnham Park Animal Hospital with Dr. Lawrence Bruederle said the AVMA is similar to the 
M. Fox, to meet the needs of the rapidly develop- American Medical Association in that its goal is to 
ing neighborhood. promote and educate. The AVMA also administers 
The veterinarians, ass istants and staff at the ani - licensing and accreditation of veterinary schools. 
mal hospital are not j ust '"The problem with vet-
employees-they're pet ..--:)( ) C'~ erinary medic ine is that 
owne rs as well . They there are not enough vet-
pride themselves o n pro- SOUTH LOOP erinarians, but too many 
viding a comfortable and BUSINESS veterinarian hosp itals," 
lov ing environme nt fo r . Bruederle said . 
pets; whether it is a ro u- The Burnham Park 
tine visit or an extended ~\n l:P-CI«~Sl' Lonk Ani mal Hospital always 
stay, each of their clients accepts new clients. 
will be at ease. Bruederle and his two 
" I li ke the challenge of '-______ :... _________ ...J assoc iates, Dr. Adam G 
trying to discover what is Thomas and Dr. Marie-
wrong with a creature that really can't tell you what Jos6e Desbarats, are on ly using three of their five 
is wrong," Bruederle said . exam rooms available. 
Some aliments are more detectable than others, "I hope to expand a little bit in the future, maybe 
he said . Bruederle has seen a cat with an arrow add ing some unique technology like laser surgery 
thro ugh it; a dog that ate a plastic lobster claw and and digital X-ray," Bruederle said . 
several cats that have taken falls from as high as 18 The Burnham Park Animal Hospital is located at 
feet when owners have forgotten to secure their 1025 S. State 51. Visit their website, www.bum-
windo w screens. hamparkvet.com, or call (312) 663-9200 for more 
The animal hospital has also seen its share of infonnatio n. 
unusual patients that have ranged from a 150-foot 
pytho n to a four-gram turtle about the s ize o f a 
quarter. "Size is what makes a pet unusual," 
Bruederle said . 
Bruederle stresses the importance of researching 
the needs and requirements that will ensure the 
longest and healthiest li fe for that animal , especial-
ly for exotic pets. 
" It's OK to talk to a veterinarian before you get 
an an imal to see what wo uld be best for your situa-
tion," Bruederle said. 
Yaksic who has been worki ng for the hospital for 
more than four years said, "Euthanasia was the 
hardest part [of the job] to deal with at first. But 
now it is one of the most reward ing because we' re 
helping people make a big decision and helping 
them th rough it." 
Kitty and doggie treats in appropriately designat-
ed cat and dog cookie jars are at the front counter 
for any vis itor. A barrage of literature, as well as a 
bulletin board for neighbors to post news and ads 
for their pet community to lines the entryway. Atop 
the reception counter is a basket of cat and dog 
toothbrushes. 
" It would be nice if pet owners wou ld brush their 
pet's teeth once or twice a week; it would prevent a 
lot of problems," Bruederle said. " But sometimes 
it's just easier to knock [the pet] out and clean and 
polish [their teeth] once a year," he said . 
Brian Morowc:zynskilChronlcle 
Dr. J.B. Bruodo~o draws blood from Fluffy, a Plod 
Cockatall at tho Burnham Park Animal Hospital. 
Protest 
Continued from Back Page 
harass the competitors ." 
Organizers said they chose the 
Loop location for thei r demo n-
s tration because it's the biggest 
and busiest Starbucks location 
downtown and there are several 
in the area. Protesters stopped at 
Blackstone 
Continued from Back Page 
history in the South Loop. 
It used to be an elite fixture of 
Chicago that, at one time, catered 
to nearly a dozen U.S . pres idents 
a nd became known fo r the 
"smoke-fill ed" room where 
Warren G Hard ing received hi s 
Republican no minatio n for pres-
ident. 
three o ther locations of the chain 
alo ng Wabash Avenue in the 
Loop. 
Dino Northway, manager o f 
the Starbucks o n J ac kson 
Bo ulevard and Wabash Ave nue, 
said the demo nstra tio n didn't 
Nearly every U.S. pres ident 
between Harding and Carter 
stayed in the hotel. 
Built between 1908 and 1910. 
the s tructure's Beaux-Arts design 
created a hotbed for architectural 
commentary. and. by 1920. the 
hotel was on the map as one of 
• the country 's No. 1 places for 
seem to affect the day's bus i-
ness . 
Costigan summarized the 
message along the parade ro ute; 
" We're going to fight until 
workers at Cintas have decent 
wages and the ri ght to organize." 
presidents and an array of promi-
nent people to stay. 
U nfortunately, the exo ti c lure 
that o nce attracted a strong 
clientele is now lost amo ng the 
dust and debris beyond the 
front door and the scaffolding 
that encompasses half of the 
properly. 
35 
Chris Coates 
-News EditDr-
Wait a minute. They want it to stay? 
Last week, as tbe afterglow of the condemnation proceedings 
of the Pacific Garden Mission wore off, many in the neighbor-
ing Prinrern' Row told the Chronicle that they were actually a 
bit sad about the 126-year-01d mission moving out of the Soutb 
Loop. &:; 
Afler Y""'" of legal wrangling, !!Je city attorneys filed a con-
demnation lawsuit last month to. as 2nd Ward Ald. Madeline 
Haithcock said, "kind of speed [neggtiations] a10n ." 
"It's not to hurt them;' she tQ\d the Chicago Trikne's Brett 
McNeil on April 16. ", 'j: 
Haithcock was "'ferring 10 plans prepared by officials at 
J"""" College Prep 10 expand ilS fooqxiJ)I along State SUl>et. 
The problem is, Jones ohms lIS soulb wall wilb the Pacific 
Garden Mi .. ion. The mission, needless 10 say, didn't want to 
movc-untll the city flied papers. J ., 
Now, with the move seeminglyinevilAble, a final destination 
for the. mission has been discUssed and nearly set on a North 
Clinton Street location-landlng the mission. once again. into 
Haithcock's ward. That·s probably because rew of Chicago's 
a1detmen are leaping at the chance 10 bouse 700 homeless men. 
That is. of course. if the mission moves at all. 
Bur, what explains the.SuddcD good will from the mission's 
neighlxxs? A!en', these the folks, along with officials from 
Jones' College Prep, that battled for years to see the mission 
crumble? Didn't they write the 1999 plan 10 buy and demolisb 
the mission? Aten't they the. nltP,ict:ers? 
I can only thinlt of the future, when these complainers have, 
weU. nothing to complain abouL 
Thus, I've decided to compose a list of alternative complaints 
for the thousands of Print ... ' Row residents, Chicago Public 
School administrators and city offieWs who want to see • 
sparkling now, tax-supported gymnasium erected at 646 S. 
State St. 
And so, it is: the top 10 South Loop grievances now that the 
missioo i& gone. 
10. Oentrification. Even though they spawned j~ aU Print ... • 
Row residents hate gentrification. It is their Achilles' beel. 
9. The University Center of Chicago. Also krown in 
Columbia circles as the. "superd<)rm;" this hulking mass is prac-
ticaUy begging for a letter toHai~oock'. office. What's worse; 
600 homeless men or 2,500 college kids? Which leads to No. 
8 ... 
, 8. Colwnbia. As 
Colwnbiab 
7. 
(j. 
~ 
4. Chicago , ~d;;;~ r; Loop. He sell •• clty-o_ed pi 
story ,.,.idence 
makeil inlO 
so 10nes CAn 
of a plan to own, personal 
luxury resort. . 
3. Soldier Field. That lOilet bowl blocks the otherwise-scam· 
less view of Lake Michigan. Keep 'em in Champaign. 
2. The new 01 trocks, With 12 cOl!StnlCtion sites in 85 ~u;ue 
yards, where can and can'~ You mJk: on Wabash Avenue . It .. 
like ShQots andl.Adders. . <" 
And the No. I complaint about the South Loop now !bat the 
homeless are gone: 
I. Tho bomeless. That's right. Just because the mission , 
~one doesn't mean the homeless leave. In fact, it means they 
JUS! won't have anywhere to sleep. Now they'll be in your door-
way. Now they'll be bOIher1ng you at all bouts of Ibo night. 
Now thoy'U be truly bornel .... 
ThaI ii, of course. it: the mi .. ibn movea at all. 
Protesters steamed about Starbucks 
.0 Protestors raise 
questions about coffee 
shop's uniform provider 
By Angela Caputo 
Contributing Editor 
Demonstrators gathered in front of 
Starbucks at 55 E. lackson Blvd., April 
23. demanding the corporation live up to 
its self-promotion as a socially responsi-
ble company by requiring that a con-
tracted business partner, the Cintas 
Corp. , clean up its track record of alleged 
poor labor practices. 
" Bring Cintas into your own values or 
drop them until they do," said Joe 
Costigan, political director of the Union 
of Needletrades, Industrial and Textile 
Employees, or UNITE, to a crowd of 
more than 150 cheering demonstrators, 
many toting "Jobs with Justice" and 
"Shame on Starbucks" signs. A handful 
of protesters were dressed as the coffee 
company's mermaid logo. 
UNITE, with 250,000 members and 
part of the American Federation of 
Labor. headed up the protest with rough· 
Iy a dozen employees of the Cintas 
Corp., which is the largest unifonn renter 
and industrial launderer in the United 
States. 
Cintas employees filed a federal class 
action lawsuit last month, suing for 
-t<iMi;;'-MO;;;;~iiOiiiCi'. unpaid overtime that 3,500 employees claim they are owed. Employees say the 
Groups of demonstrators stand In front of Starbucks, 55 E. Jackson Blvd., on April 23 In corporation 's "big profits" should be 
protest of Clnta. Corporation'. poor employee relation.. shared with workers. 
Cintas Corp. announced March 20 that 
total revenue for its fiscal third quarter, 
increased 22 percent to $664 miUion 
from $545 million a year ago. Net 
income is also up 6 percent from the 
third quarter of last year. according to the 
corporation's website. 
Ana Ventura. 48, has been an employ· 
ee with Cintas fo r six years where she 
works counting and hanging 1,500 shirts 
one·by·one on a conveyor belt, every 
day. She said she considers the job 
"small wages for a lot of work." Ventura 
said she earns about $8 per hour and has 
no health benefits. 
Employees also said the underpayment 
of workers is just a fraction of the protr 
lems that workers face. 
"We want dignity in our jobs," Ventura 
said with the help of a translator. She 
said the corporation has little respect for 
its employees. 
Cintas recently entered a contract with 
Starbucks to provide apron, mat and 
linen cleaning services for the corpora-
tion. Employees and union representa-
tive are asking Starbucks to use its mus· 
cle in getting a better deal for Cintas 
workers . 
Neither Cintas or Starbucks corpora· 
tions could be reached for comment at 
press time. 
"We can do this the hard way or the 
easy way," said secretary and treasurer 
of the Chicago Federation of Labor, 
Timothy Leahy. " You can recognize 
these workers then we can go on and 
Sidewalk fixed; Blackstone rehab stumbles 
o Condo conversion 
stalled by Maharishi financ-
ing t ransition 
By Usa Balde 
News Editor 
Renovation work scheduled for the 
Blackstone Hotel has been put on hold 
despite the instaUation of a new sidewalk 
on the south side of the building, accord· 
ing to a spokeswoman from the building 's 
AccuWeather 7-day 
forecast for Chicago 
All rurttltll'II prlIVllled bV 
Art'"W ... ttHor,../rm 4')200.' 
architectural finn. 
Work will remain stalled until the build· 
ing's owner, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi . 
secures financing for the project, said 
Kristine Miller. the marketing director for 
Chicago-based Lucien Legrange-the 
fum that was put in charge of the renova· 
tion project in 2000. 
Maharishi, the spiritual advisor for the 
Beatles in the 1960s. purchased the 
Blackstonc when it was up for sale in 
1999. 
Miller said that waiting for financing is 
a '1ypical s"'ge" in developmental projects 
such as the one put into place for the 
Blackstone HOIel. But, at this time, there 
has been no consensus as to when con· 
struction will begin. 
Renovation plans to covert thc hotel. 
located next to Columbia 's Torco building 
at 636 S. Michigan Ave .• into iI high-rise 
condo complex were initiated aftcr the 
hotel's closure due to more Ihim 100 code 
violations c iled throughout the property in 
Novcmber 1999. 
Since then, little progress Im.'i bcClIl1lill.Je 
to transform the 22·slnry vucant hotel 
building into thc 39 condos. 4.000 to 7.000 
/KIuure·fooHcsidel1ces thut will be offered 
to customers for tit lellst 53.4 million II 
piece. , 
According to Miller, only •• moll 
umount of demolition hilS luken pll\ce 
within the building. Bnt, for the I""t rew 
'IlOOthll, the lJidcwll lk jusl HOlith uf the 
hutcl "nderwcnt lTlujur cOIIJ'tnlctiuH, pre-
vcnting onyone I"rolll wllikillg UII Ihllt "ide 
or Uilibo Avenuc . 
Although the .'tidewlllk recently 
rCHpcncd, people who frc(Jucllt lhe 1Ir'Ci1 
nmund the Uluckliiollc nnm', IUCl hU I'flY 
ubout Ihe (wIllY In "rtlgrc" ... fur COII!lltn,c .. 
Iluft cJlllhc: bulltllllg 10 he cOlllpleted. 
" 11'11 dllflgcruulI,lI l1d II'" rcully inl.!tllIVClII-
ICflt for pcetpl" to get 10 Ihe Ihcllter," "ult! 
Lurelll JIK:kMlfl, II rre"lllllutllhclllcr !IIludelil 
111 ()cPl1ul Unlvcr,IIUy nlld n tlckel Ink,'r III 
M orlc t<c"klll Autlllnrhll ll Tlu.!lIh' I', Ihl' 
hulldlltl!! tuellir d h('hillc! Ihr Bllu·k'llollr 
1101('1 ,r"wl Wl' ("IIII III'III'I'O" "ll"I lrllll ll l llu 
ing the show." 
Todd Lauterbach, the box office manag-
er for the theater, agreed. 
"We've been waiting for a while for the 
sidewalk to open," he said. "But, [the 
Blackstone] has been pr-etty accommodat-
ing. We've had a few performances during 
the day when noise came through. 
though." 
The sidewalk closure was a major haz· 
ard for Columbia students, as well, who 
use the area as a major pathway from 
Wabash Avenue to Michigan Avenue. 
Tbe building's northern wall borders 
Columbia's 624 S. Michigan Ave. building. 
'Tm glad they finally fixed it." said 
Azizi Bryant. a junior marketing student. 
"I don' t bave to worry aboot getting hit by 
a car anymore." 
"1 think it's great that we don't bave to 
walk in the street anymore. but it hasn't 
really affected me," said Amanda Church, 
a performing arts management graduate 
student U[ saw a couple of shows there 
before. When I was 12 years old, I saw 
Shu, Mad,.. •• there. It's a cool little 
building:' 
1be Blackstone Hotel bas an extensive 
Thl rtopenlng of Ihl Ildtwllk on thl lOUth licit of "" '- BlI<lktliIM 
mAde II IAiler for I tudtnll to get to 01 ...... 
www.t fJllIl1IhIAcltrnnlrl" {om 
